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1. INTRODUCTION
Event Management Plan (EMP) - Document Aims
The aims of this Event Management Plan (EMP) for Leonardslee Enchanted Festival
2021, are to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the event management and safety
of the public audience, the working event personnel, traders, stall holders, concessions,
sponsors, artists, performers and on site suppliers involved in the attending or working at
the event.
Objectives
To achieve this the aims and objectives of the plan are to:
•

Detail the operational procedures in place for the event.

•

Identify roles and responsibilities of individuals and organisations.

•

Identify lines of communication and control.

•

Identify those areas for which contingency arrangements need to be addressed.

•

Advise those organisations who may be required to implement external
procedures or responses.

•

Respond to the health safety threat of the COVID-19 pandemic and work
within the guidance of national and local government authorities &
agencies.

Legal & Advise Documents
In compiling this document due regard has been taken of appropriate legislation and
guidance pertaining to this event. This includes:
o The Health & Safety at Work Act
o The Management Regulations
o The Purple Guide Safety at Events Guide - HSE
o Managing Crowds Safely
o Fire Safety Order 2005
o Guide to Fire Precautions in Existing Places of Entertainment and like Premises
o Alcohol Licensing Act 2007 (TENs)
o Crowded Places Guidance 2017- National Counter Terrorism Security Office
(NaCTSO)
o Recognising the Terrorism Threat (GOV.uk) 2017
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o The Restart of Outdoor Events – Powers of Local Authorities – A Barristers Opinion
– Event Industry Forum
o Public Health Guidance: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
o https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid19/construction-and-other-outdoor-workRelevant documents within this suite of
guidance are:
o
o
o
o
o

Construction and other outdoor work. HM Govt
The visitor economy. HM Govt
Performing Arts. HM Govt
Restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaway services. HM Govt
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid19/5-steps-to-working-safely
o https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid19/the-visitor-economy
o

Keeping workers and audiences safe during COVID-19 In the outdoor event
industry in England. - Event Industry Forum. 10 July 2020

o

The Event Safety Alliance Reopening Guide – For Event Professionals During the
COVID-19 Pandemic. Edited by Steven A Adelman, May 2020 (United States)

o

Production Lighting in a Post Pandemic World – A Collaborative Document Amies,
Chisnall, Hall, Lambert.

o

Local Government Association - COVID-19: outdoor events guidance
https://www.local.gov.uk/covid-19-outdoor-events-guidance

o

Government COVID-19 Winter Plan - 23rd November 2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-winter-plan
Articles:
o What is the psychology of physical distancing? How can we use group norms to
make distancing easier for people at mass gatherings? Drury, Reicher, Hopkins.
May 2020
o Crowdedness Mediates the Effect of Social Identification on Positive Emotion in a
Crowd: A Survey of Two Crowd Events. Novelli, et al. 2013
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Government Guidance for Step 3 Updated 23 April 2021
Coronavirus (COVID-19): Organised events guidance for local authorities
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-organised-eventsguidance-for-local-authorities/coronavirus-covid-19-organised-events-guidance-forlocal-authorities
Permitted events — no earlier than 17 May 2021.
Step 3 will take place no earlier than 17 May, and at least five weeks after Step 2,
following a further review of the data and the four tests. Again, the government will
announce one week in advance whether restrictions will be eased as planned.
Our intention is that indoor events and all remaining outdoor events can commence
from Step 3, subject to meeting COVID-secure requirements including social distancing.
Events that are able to commence from Step 3 include those where:
People are likely to congregate in one area for the duration of the event.
People are likely to enter or leave the venue in large numbers at a similar time.
This could include events and activities such as:
business events such as conferences, trade shows, exhibitions, charity auctions, and
private dining events such as charity or gala dinners and awards ceremonies, and
corporate hospitality
cinemas
live performances
circuses
air shows
historical /battle reenactments
live animal performances such as falconry displays at events.
non-elite and professional sporting events
grassroots and professional sporting events
Event organisers will need to adhere to the three requirements set out at the start of this
guidance. This includes the need to follow the relevant COVID-secure guidance, taking
reasonable steps to limit the risk of transmission, completing a related risk assessment,
and adhering to all legal requirements, including ensuring that those attending an event
do not mix beyond what is permitted by social contact limits.
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These social contact limits for permitted organised gatherings will be:
Indoors - rule of 6 or 2 households
Outdoors - 30 people
Organised sport - exempt from social contact limits
Organisers should also mitigate risk to public health by controlling attendance, limiting
numbers to take account of the space and ventilation of a venue and implementing
effective infection prevention and control measures.
All events recommencing at Step 3 will be subject to the following capacity caps:
1,000 people or 50% of a venue’s capacity, whichever is lower at indoor events.
4,000 people or 50% of a site or venue’s capacity, whichever is lower at outdoor
events
For those events subject to capacity caps, it should be noted that the caps refer to the
event attendees only. Staff, workers and volunteers are covered by the work exemption
so should not be counted as part of the capacity cap. This includes:
contractors
administrators
delivery staff
operational team (such as reception, maintenance, cleaning security & stewarding and
ticketing staff)
caterers and concession stand staff.
presentation/production team
exhibitors, speakers, musicians and performers
This should be applied consistently across all types of events.
Conclusion
The Event Organisers have read the Government Guidance Step 3 for Outdoor Events
and determined under the current guidance the event can potentially take place at the
end of July & beginning of August, if the measures in the guidance are followed. We
await the further guidance from the Government to be announced on or around the 21st
June for the Step 4 measures. Which we think will further allow the conditions for the
public to gather and enjoy an outdoor cultural event with a low-density audience in a
well-designed spacious event site.
A second draft of this Event Management Plan will then be produced by 30th June, to
reflect any changes in the government and local authority guidance and how these will
be used & implemented by the Event Organisers.
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Event Management Plan - Confidential Document and Information
The ‘Need to Know’ Information Terrorism Protection
The current UK national security terrorist threat status is now (2nd June 2021) at the 3rd
Level, as SUBSTANTIAL meaning that: an attack is likely.
The public (and event organisers) are advised to be alert and to report any
suspicious activities.
These document and any other event management details are shared only with
authorised organisations, event services and supply businesses and individuals
on a secure ‘need to know basis’.
These are the Leonardslee Enchanted Event Management and Site Operational Teams,
Horsham District Council, Sussex & Surrey Police, Sussex Fire & Rescue and the
Southeast Ambulance services, West Sussex County Council, the first aid medical
contractor, the stewarding & security services.
The documents are to be held in strict confidence as hard copies or in any digital form, to
maintain the security of the internal planning of the event. By ensuring the information is
not accessible to any unauthorised organisations or persons, who may wish to harm those
attending and working at the event.
This document contains commercially sensitive information, details and property rights
and is not therefore subject to any freedom of information access requests for releases,
should they occur, without the prior written permission from Enchanted Horsham Ltd and
Leonardslee Gardens & Lakes.
Event Management Plan - Updates and Final Operational Document
This EMP document will be updated by 30th June 2021. After the 21st of June
announcements for Step 4 with the Government’s plans on the English pandemic safety
measures.
The information and details in this document may change without notice, as the event
planning process is dynamic activity, which responds to changing information,
announcements, guidance, advice, and local & national circumstances as they arise.
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2. EVENT COMPOSITION
2.1 Dates & Times
Weekend One:

Friday 30th, Saturday 31st July & Sunday 1st August 2021

Weekend Two:

Friday 6th, Saturday 7th, Sunday 8th August 2021

There will be 6 x event afternoon & evenings in total
Event Times - Opening
15.15 hrs
21.00 hrs

Closure
Duration: 5.45 hours

Between 13.15 hrs to 21.00 hrs the public will enter the event in a controlled manner
with an advance entry ticket.
2.2 Event Description, Public Audience, Management & Operational Planning
Leonardslee Enchanted is the development of an existing successful outdoor arts &
culture festival or local community fete for the Horsham District and appeals to the wider
Sussex area public visitors.
The Enchanted Horsham Festival following the two years of events in Horsham Park,
Horsham in 2018 & 2019, has now moved to Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens and is re
branded as Enchanted Leonardslee. But was then forced to cancel/postpone the planned
July 2020 event, after the sudden announcement of the Government’s March 2020
pandemic restrictions on events & any social activities.
https://enchantedleonardslee.co.uk/
https://www.leonardsleegardens.co.uk/all-events/enchanted-leonardslee
Event Description and Operational Planning
Leonardslee Enchanted is a new development of the previous successful format with a
main visitor field of music performances, aerialist circus shows, street theatre,
participation workshops in visual arts, circus and mask making, fun fair show, unicorn
rides, good quality local food & drink street vendors with an outdoor convivial atmosphere.
All visitors will have an entry tickets to explore the Enchanted Woodland Trail in the
woodland & lakes of the Gardens.
Leonardslee Enchanted is taking place at Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens (LLG), Lower
Beeding, West Sussex RH13 6PP.
The event is classed as a small event in the ‘Purple Guide’ guidance with a public
capacity of around 2,860 people or less as visitors at any one time on the event site. In
addition, there will be up to 60 event management, production team, artists, event
personnel, traders and licensed outlets at any one time on site.
A total event footfall through put of 2,860 persons will take place over five- and
three-quarter hours each afternoon & evening.
Event Area Public Capacity Calculations: Please see these on Page 22.
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The Nature of the Event
Enchanted Leonardslee is a local family event which offers in late July & early August
2021 at the beginning of the West Sussex school holidays, an opportunity for the many
people to enjoy a local day out at an outdoor event in the beautiful setting of the Gardens.
A moment to enjoy an outdoor recreation within a controlled safe cultural event as part of
their summer holiday. As they may have had difficult fifteen months with the three
restrictive household COVID-19 lockdown periods. There are currently a limited number
of events or attractions on offer to enjoy in Sussex.
Wellbeing
The event will be good for the wellbeing of all of those who attend. The experience of the
immersive outdoor event will contribute to the audience’s mental health. As is well
documented by the research into the health impacts of those taking part in outdoor arts
& culture events.
Audience Comments
This joy and excitement of the Enchanted Leonardslee as an outdoor arts experience was
seen through the public comments and responses to the Enchanted Horsham 2019 event
posted on social media.
The event achieved at its 2019 event, a facebook approval rating of 4.5/5.0 from the
public.
A Controlled Safe Outdoor Event
Leonardslee Enchanted is a controlled public outdoor local cultural event, with large green
field site and a one-way woodland & lakes trail route to enjoy. We could even suggest
that a visit to the Leonardslee Enchanted event could potentially be a safer public outdoor
space for the public, than a Saturday visit to the Horsham town center’s open spaces?
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The event entry is by advanced ticket only, which are all purchased in advance online. The ticket holders are emailed an advance ticket with unique QR code to either print
and present at the ticket entrance for scanning or to show the QR code on their mobile
phone screen for scanning. This ensures that the entry ticket checking can be done with
the minimum of delay far each ticket holder.
On each event day there will be ticket entry between 15.15 and 18.30 hrs.
Track & Trace Data Management
Public Ticket Holders
All ticket booker as part of the advance online purchasing process will record their name,
address, post code, email & mobile phone details and the number people in their ticket
booking, up to six persons including young children. The process also records the date
and entry time they attended the event with the scanning of their ticket on entry.
This public customer venue entry data will be held by Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens for
21 days after the last event date of the 8th of August 2021. Should it be required by the
Track & Trace system, the public health authorities or other health bodies and authorities.
Event Management & Production Personnel
All personnel including artists & creatives working on the event will have their full names,
addresses, postcodes emails and mobile phone contacts held by the event organisers
and Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens for 21 days, after the event finishes on 8th August
2021.
Leonardslee Enchanted 2021 - Event Programme Outline
We have described here briefly what the 2021 Festival programme will be for the public
to experience at the event.
Enchanted Festival Field
The public will be directed to walk from the Leonardslee car parks to the Festival Field
along an avenue of large colourful tear drop festival flags which will surround the Field
and then lead on to the Enchanted Woodland Trail.
The Festival Field will be convivial area to relax and enjoy listening to music and watching
shows.
The Festival Music Stage will feature a programme good quality acoustic, jazz, ska and
reggae bands with DJ providing the links and DJ music between sets
Family Workshop Activities Artpod will run a continuous programme for families of
visual art making workshops outside and inside two decorated Chinese Hat tents
https://artpodbtn.com/
Circus Natalie will run continuous family circus skills workshops, a circus life drawing
class and a 20 minute performance of four circus acts on the small street theatre stage
and circus walkabout characters for the festival.
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Dream Engine ‘Octo’ a spectacular large scale performance by an aerialist on a special
aerial rig which will be performed to the crowds. There will be three 15 minute
performances in the programme. https://www.thedreamengine.co.uk/our-shows/octo/
Circus and Street Theatre Stage Circus Natalie will perform a 20 minute circus show &
Jason Maverick will perform street theatre shows
https://jasonmaverick.com/
Real Unicorn & Unicorn Pony Rides Following the Enchanted themes and magical
creatures at Leonardslee Pampered Ponies will be showing their wonderful live Unicorn
horse and offering guided rides on unicorn ponies https://www.pamperedponies.co.uk
Princess Unicorn will return to Enchanted to allow children and adults to sit on her back
for a unicorn photo opportunity with a request to drop coins into her money box slot to
support the local Chestnut Hospice
Street Theatre Walkabout Teddy & Otto will welcoming & talk to visitors as they arrive
at the Festival Field
https://www.foolsparadise.co.uk/companies/creatureencounter/teddyandotto/
Food & Drinks Stalls A range of food stalls and licenced bars will offer the best that
Sussex has to offer to eat & drink on the many outdoor distanced tables and seating
Dry Goods Stalls. A range of festival stalls will offer clothing, toys, household and
gardening items.
Fun Fair Showground. The Enchanted Fun fair will offer rides on its Ferris Wheel, Helter
Kelter, Swing Boats, children’s merry go round rides and other attractions.
Decorated Festival. The Festival Field will be decorated with flags, streamers, archways
and other colourful decorations

Enchanted Woodland Trail
From the Festival Field the public will with their timed Trail entry tickets walk down into
the Woodlands and Lakes that Leonardslee is so famous for. On a journey of discovery
along the pathways to meet the woodland characters and see short drama & music
shows.
The route from Field into the Woodland Trail will be lined with large colourful flags and
the entrance into the Woodland will have a decorated Woodland themed archway.
Enchanted Musician The woods will be alive with sound and the visitors will find a
musician playing sitting under the huge redwood sequoia trees playing stringed and
unusual instruments. Log seats will provide a moment to sit and listen.
Woodland Fairy’s along the Trail is an encampment with rare fairies to meet and talk to
in their strange elfish language
Tree Stilts. Large walking trees (costumed stilt walkers) will be met on the path who will
tell visitors about Gnomus ‘Guardian of the Earth’ who lived at Leonardslee for thousands
of years and whom they may meet on the pathway.
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Gnomus ‘Guardian of the Earth’ the visitors will journey on discover Gnomus (a four
metre high puppet with five actor puppeteers) and hear of his stories and how we must
all try to protect the Earth from our human led climate change.
The Leonardslee Earth a huge globe of the planet (inflatable) will be seen suspended
above the waters of the Lake close to Gnomus.
The Owl & Pussy Cat, a dramatic story with songs and spoken word will be told at the
Engine House lake, on dry land and from the two characters a Pea Green sailing boat.
The performers will interact with the visitors on the lake side before setting sail.
The Beekeeper & Honey Bear a short comedy drama with the tale of the Bee Keeper
with her honey bee hive and a very large brown bear who loves honey but is terrified of
bees. The show features a flying bee and lots of honey
Return to the Festival Field The audience then exits the Enchanted Woodland valley
with their last glimpses of the Earth above the lake and returns to the Festival Field site

Other Evening Activities at Leonardslee
Restaurant Interlude
The small amount to cars (10-15) arriving and departing up Interlude Lane, will be
managed by the stewarding of the public, who wish to cross the lane from the Car Parks
by the Event Guides
The restaurant is open Friday, Saturday Sunday evenings 18.00 to 22.00. The cars &
taxis for the Restaurant Interlude will arrive through the Interlude Gate and drive slowly
up the lane past the event to park outside Leonardslee House. Guests are asked to
consider arriving in taxis for the dinner arrival start time of 18.00 for pre-dinner drinks.
The Interlude dinner service finishes at 22.00 hrs after the event closes at 21.00.
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2.3 Site Plan & Infrastructure
The 2021 Event Site Plan is attached as: Appendix One
Public Audience Profile
The target audience is families, extended families, groups of friends with or without
children, grandparents with families and the membership card holders of Leonardslee
Lakes & Gardens. The public audience will visit the event to enjoy a shared experience
in the landscape of Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens.
Currently the public audience booked to attend the event are made up of 70% are Adults
and 30% are aged under 16 to 2. Infants aged under 2 still require a free ticket to
be booked. This is a typical percentage profile for this type of outdoor event. A free carer
tickets can also be booked for those accompanying a registered disabled person to the
event.
Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens – The Venue - Ownership & Management
The Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens is in the new ownership of Clarblow Ltd, after being
bought in 2017 by Penny Streeter OBE, the UK and South African business entrepreneur,
who also owns the nearby Mannings Heath Golf Course and other business groups in
healthcare personnel services, viniculture, property development, leisure, and hospitality.
Leonardslee LG is managed by her son Adam Streeter.
Leonardslee reopened to the public in April 2019, after being closing for nine years. This
well-loved and grade one listed garden was first opened to the public in 1901 and is held
in great affection by the many generations of the Horsham District communities, the wider
Sussex County & beyond. Leonardslee has been described by national garden
organisations as ‘The Finest Woodland Garden in England.’ The Gardens have been
open throughout 2020 apart from March to June and in 2021 working within the pandemic
safety measures.
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The Event Organisers
The Enchanted Leonardslee event is owned and managed by Enchanted Horsham Ltd,
who’s exclusive purpose as a local event business, is to develop a new event with
Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens as a sustainable popular annual outdoor summer event.
The Directors of Enchanted Horsham Ltd are the Event Organisers and are responsible
for the development, planning and delivery of all aspects the event. They are the authors
of the Event Management Plan for the 2021 event. The Event Management Plan has
referenced and incorporated the operational management of Leonardslee Lakes
Gardens, as the venue for the event.
Entry Tickets and Woodland Trail Entry Times
The public entry tickets are purchased to enter and enjoy the Enchanted Leonardslee
event to entre and enjoy the Festival Field programme before and after the public have
entered and explored a Woodland Trail in the wooded valley below the Festival Field.
Tickets are on sale for specific entry times to walk around the one-way Woodland Trail
pathway route. The five entry times for ticket holders, allows the public to arrive in a steady
controlled stream to explore the Trail with good visibility & social distancing for each
household groups along the pathways.
The Woodland Trail ticket entry times are every 45 minutes: 15.15, 16.00, 16.45,
17.30 & 18.15.
The calculated duration of the visitor’s time exploring the trail will be 60-90 minutes
before they return to the Festival Field. Please see the Walking & Dwell Schedule as
Appendix 4.
The event will close at 21.30 hrs
All tickets are being sold in advance online at £16 per adult who are aged 16 and over,
with a £8 ticket for young people and children aged under 16, plus a booking fee. A free
entry ticket is offered for children aged under 2 years old and for carers who are
accompanying ticket purchaser who is a registered disabled person with a known
impairment.
A promotional marketing campaign has taken place since early April 2021 on-line,
through social media, to LLG members, press and media.
Event Site
The Enchanted Leonardslee event sites are the Deer Park Event Site and the woodland
area around Waterfall Lake in the valley below the Deer Park.
The Leonardslee gardens facilities comprises for 2021 of an increased large public car
park with a new extended capacity of 820 vehicle spaces. The main entrance
glasshouse with gift shop and exterior garden plants shop, public toilets, Leonardslee
House with Water Tree Fountain, The Clock Tower and Courtyard Cafés, Country
Produce shop, Beyond The Dolls House Exhibition (closed during the event), further
public toilets and then into the extensive Leonardslee grade one listed Gardens and
Lakes.
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These existing facilities other than the car parks will not be used as part of the event
The entry to the Enchanted Leonardslee event is by a separate event ticket from the
Gardens visitor ticket or membership pass. The Gardens open daily at 9.00 and close at
17.00 with last Garden entry at 15.30 hrs
Please see the 2021 Event Site Plan at: Appendix One.
Leonardslee Lakes & Garden - Description
The Gardens cover 240 acres of mature woodland and bushes which were laid out and
landscaped starting in 1801. The Gardens are set in a High Weald valley as part of the
ancient forest, with the lakes formed as dammed streams for the medieval iron industry
to work as hammer ponds for 15c & 16c iron manufacture. The estate has a network of
made-up pathways leading to spectacular views across the lakes up the wooded valley.
Since being bought in 2017 the estate has had extensive reinstatement and
improvements work and investment which continues into the horticulture, pathways and
buildings which reopened to the public in April 2020. There is a regular and growing
programme of popular public events including the Leonardslee Proms concerts in
September 2019. The Interlude Restaurant in Leonardslee House was awarded a
Michelin Star in 2019.
Event Site Plan – Zone Grid. The Event Site Plan has been divided into a Letter &
Number grid plan for the purposes of the event management and incident control into
clear grid areas. This zoning will be used in identifying and communicating by the event
team, the location of any incident or issue arising should it occur and to where event
guides, first responders or the emergency services are to attend if required.
There are three Emergency Public Exits and three Emergency Vehicle Access (EVA)
points at the Emergency Vehicle Entrances and onsite Access Routes
Please see Event Emergency Access Plan: Appendix Two:
To follow in EMP document v2.
Event Site Grid Zone Plan: Appendix Three: To follow in EMP document v2
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Event Installation - Get-in and Get-out
The event production installation of event equipment, services, artists equipment and
traders set up, will commence on Friday 23rd July 2021, and will be completed by 16.00
hrs on Thursday 29th July 2021. The get out and loading of the event infrastructure
equipment will be on Monday 9th & Tuesday 19th August.
The event equipment will consist of one music stage by the High Gain contractor with a
sound system in the Festival Field and low level sound systems. Low-level sound systems
will be used and are all designed to be heard only within the immediate surrounding area
of the installations in order not to encroach on other installations.
Site Condition Inspections
A pre-event site inspection of the Lakes & Gardens ground conditions will take place with
the Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens Estate Manager and Head Gardener before the event
installation will takes place. This will be scheduled for Friday 23rd July. A post event site
inspection and hand back of the Garden & Lakes event site will take place after the event
equipment has been removed on Tuesday 10th August.
The locations of the equipment to be installed for sound and installations in the Lakes
and Gardens have been discussed at meetings with the Estate Manager, the Events
Manager and Head Gardener to create a detailed event plan.
Regular monitoring of the ground conditions prior to and during event programme will take
place as part of the daily Site Safety Inspection by the Event Safety Director & Production
Manager. If necessary, mitigation measures will be undertaken to further protect the
Gardens and ground conditions of the public pathways, if necessary. The Event
Organisers with the Estate Manager and Head Gardener or team will discuss the
measures to reduce and minimise any additional potential environmental wear or damage
from the audience foot fall if necessary, beyond the measures already in place.
Noise and Sound Management
The Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens is located within the rural village of Lower Beeding,
near Horsham. The Event Organisers will ensure that all noise and sound levels during
the daytime and after dark will kept to the minimum during the event get in and build up
work periods and the operation of the event. The event programme will finish by 21.00
hrs or earlier
This awareness sound management will form part of the briefing of all Production & Event
Management, Stewards and Security personnel working at the event.
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Event Signage
An Event Signage plan for public on directional, advisory and safety information has been
designed
There are two sets of signage in use throughout the event site:
1.
2.

Event Workplace: Safety Signage
Event Public: Directional, Advisory and Safety Signage

Event Signage Plan To follow in the EMP document v2

Communications with Local Residents & Businesses
The Event Management contact mobile is 07722 327 778 and email is:
hello@enchantedleonardslee.co.uk for communications with Event Directors and
Managers: Robin Morley & Simon Teesdale and the LLG Gardens General Manager:
Adam Streeter & the Event & Marketing Manager: Katrien Schepens. We will also
respond to public calls to the main Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens (LLG) enquires contact
number: 0871 8733389 and the (LLG) enquires email contact.
These contact details will be sent to the Horsham District Council’s Out of Hours Duty
Officer for the period of event operations of the event dates to ensure any issues reported
to the local authority, can be passed on to be dealt with by the event organisers.
Enchanted Horsham Ltd
The event business Enchanted Horsham Ltd, is based in Horsham and trades exclusively
in the Horsham District. As a joint venture between Robin Morley of Magnetic Events,
who are producers of large-scale outdoor arts and cultural events & festivals in the South
East and UK & Simon Teesdale of Food Rocks, producers of the award winning twice
weekly Horsham Market and other outdoor events.
www.enchantedplaces.co.uk
http://www.foodrockssouth.co.uk/horshammarkets/
Local Economy and Tourism Visitors
Enchanted Leonardslee will contribute to the visitor economy of the district as a new
contemporary culture event, that has a wide appeal as a day out event for all ages and
backgrounds. We aim in 2021 to attracted up to 20% of the public attending the event will
come from outside the Horsham District area.
The event is a celebration of the district’s culture in all its forms, from local art works to
fantastic food, local music, to inspiring fashion clothes and a great immersive and
dramatic experience in the illuminated Gardens. It will be a fun and inspiring event to
come to with family & friends and to return to in future years.
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2.3 EVENT PROGRAMME SITE PLAN
A detailed event & artistic programme site plan is attached show all the key event
infrastructure, programme elements with access and exit points
Attached as: Appendix One

2.4

EVENT MANAGEMENT CONTACTS
EMAIL

COMPANY

CONTACT

MOBILE

Event
Director
(Safety &
Event
Production
)

Enchanted
Horsham
Ltd

Robin
Morley

07770
755522

robin@enchantedleonardslee.co.uk

Event
Director
(Marketing
& Sales)

Enchanted
Horsham
Ltd

Simon
Teesdale

07899
753352

simon@enchantedleonardslee.co.uk

General
Manager
(Venue
Operations
)

Leonardslee
Lakes &
Gardens

Adam
Streeter

07812
589109

adam.streeter@leonardsleegardens.c
o.uk

Events &
Marketing
Manager

Leonardslee
Lakes &
Gardens

Katrien
Schepens

01403
289515

katrien.schepens@leonardsleegarden
s.co.uk

Traders &
Stalls

Enchanted
Horsham
Ltd

Simon
Teesdale

07899
753352

simon@enchantedleonardslee.co.uk

Event
Production
Manager

Enchanted
Horsham
Ltd

Dan Lake

07940 723
217

mrdanlake@gmail.com

Welfare
Facilities

Enchanted
Horsham
Ltd

Dan Lake

07940 723
217

mrdanlake@gmail.com

ROLE
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2.4 EVENT PRODUCTION SUPPLIERS & CONCESSIONS
ROLE
Gazebos &
Tents

COMPANY
Enchanted
Horsham Ltd

CONTACT
Simon
Teesdale

MOBIL
E
07899
753352

EMAIL
simon@enchantedleonardslee.co
.uk
hello@enchantedleonardslee.co.
uk

Medical First TBC
Aid

TBC

Security
Select Security
Management & Stewarding
Services Ltd

Philip
Burton

Music Stage

High Gain CIC

Sam
Albourne

Sound
Systems

TBC

TBC

Power &
Distribution

Energy
Generators

01273
609 312
/ 07786
547813

phil@selsec.co.uk

Tom Carr

079-28597046

tom.carr@energygenerators.co.u
k
tomcarr828@gmail.com

Waste
Enchanted
Management Horsham Ltd

Dan Lake

07940
723 217

mrdanlake@gmail.com

Fencing

Dan Lake

07940
723 217

mrdanlake@gmail.com
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2.4

HORSHAM DISTRICT COUNCIL – CONTACTS

Emergency
Planning
Officer
& SAG Chair

Horsham
District Council

Tony
Skelding

07500
987 373

tony.skelding@horsham.gov.uk

Licensing
Officer

Horsham
District Council

Chris
Boyle

01403
215 578

chris.boyle@horsham.gov.uk

Environment Horsham
al Health
District Council

Paul
Hobbs

01403
215641

paul.hobbs@horsham.gov.uk

Head of
Leisure &
Culture

Vicky
Wise

07887
824 675

vicky.wise@horsham.gov.uk.
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3. EVENT PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
Schedule to follow in the EMP draft document v2 after 21 st June 2021
Production Safety Briefings: Prior to production & event work starting, a safety
training will take place in July 2021. All personnel working on the event will take
part training as to the appropriate measures for their safety in the workplace. A
morning daily briefing for any additional advice on any changes or updates on
safety measures will take place for event management, production team, artists &
event traders.
4. AUDIENCE FLOW, ENTRY & EXIT ARRANGEMENTS
4.1 Audience
The event audience enters with a paid for ticket with a scan of a QR barcode.
The composition of the audience is primarily family groups, extended families, groups
of older and younger people without U16’s young people or children. Currently at the
present tickets balance is Adults 70% and U16’s 30% based on current ticket sales
data.
4.2 Average Walking & Dwell Time
The average walking & dwell time for the Enchanted Woodland Trail is based on the
following calculation of a duration of 60 to 90 minutes. Depending on the public
visitor’s speed of walking and interest in dwelling to see the performances &
installations.
Please see Walking & Dwell Time schedule: Appendix Four
Enchanted Woodland Trail. This is calculated at an average walking pace = 1.50 mph
to visit installations at the event with their different themed drama and visual
animations.
Please see the Event Artistic Content Site Plan for details: Appendix One
This artistic and creative programme schedule shows the range of the event programme
that the public can engage with onsite between 15.15 hrs to 21.00 hrs in daylight. The
activities dwell times shown are to be an upper average, as not all these activities may
be engaged fully by every visitor, the dwell time is calculated to be between 60 to 90
minutes at the event, excluding welfare breaks and use of the catering, shopping and
fun fair attractions and facilities.
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4.3 Capacity Calculations for the Event area
Leonardslee Deer Park (Festival Field)
The Enchanted Leonardslee Festival Field (Deer Park) has a total area of 50,375 square
metres of open flat grass covered ground. This is where the festival audience will gather
before and after they enter and leave the Enchanted Woodland Trail.
The event infrastructure of ticket entrance, stage, tents, fun fair, circus installations, public
seating welfare facilities, waste storage, power generations, production cabin and
backstage area has a footprint of about 35% of this area. Total Area: 17,630 square
metres
Event Open Ground for Public Circulation remaining is therefore: 32,745 square
metres.
Capacity Calculation: 32,745 sq m divided by 4 x square metres of open space
per person shows an event capacity at any one time of 8,186 persons.
Leonardslee Lakes and Gardens wishes however to limit the public capacity to
5,000 persons, at any one time in the Deer Park event site. As shown on the
Enchanted site plan area by the areas pink line border as Appendix One
Enchanted Woodland Trail
The Enchanted Woodland Trail is 1,772 metres in length.
As shown in the Leonardslee Enchanted site plan for the Woodland Trail scale plan as
in Appendix 1 and the Walking & Dwell Schedule as Appendix 4.
The Garden pathways for the route are made up of compacted gravel or plastic mesh
subbase with stone chippings. The pathway widths are from 2.00 metres to 2.50
metres wide.
Woodland Trail path length 1,772 metres length x 2.25 average path width = 3,987
square metres area. Divided by 2.00 sq metres = 1,993 square metres of open
pathway space. With an assumption of 1 x person capacity per 2 x square metres
of open space give the figure of = 1,993 persons capacity at any one time.
The Event Organisers are planning for a footfall of around 1,200 public visitors at
any one time on the Woodland Trail. So, there will be a good manageable and
maintained public capacity for the safe public enjoyment of the Enchanted Trail
programme.
The total 2021 event plan is for 2,870 visitors per day on the Festival Field and
Woodland Trail.
Which is well under Government’s 50% guidance (Step 3) of the event sites – the
Festival Field & Woodland Trail, have a 100% total footprint capacity of 10,179
with 50% representing a reduced a 5,089 capacity.
The event planned daily total event footfall is for 2,870 and therefore this
represents 57% of the site’s 5,089 limited capacity at 50% under the Step 3
guidance.
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Public Audience Woodland Trail 2021 - Pathway Route
Household Groups - Social Distancing Control Measures if Required
Example of a Visitor Ro6 Bubble Spacing
walking along the one way Garden Trail
Garden Pathway Trail
1.50m

7.00 metre Seperation Flag Markers
Rule of Six - Visitor Group Bubble
1.50m wide X 3.00 long
3.00m

Social Distancing Group
Buffer
1.50 m W x 4.00 m L

4.00m seperation

1.50m
7.00 metre Seperation Flag Markers

Rule of Six - Visitor Group Bubble
1.50m wide X 3.00 long

3.00m

4.00m seperation

Garden Pathway Trail
One Way Route
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5. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE & PROCEDURES
5.1 Event Management Structure
All these key staff points will be in radio communications contact, in addition all Event
Guides, Car Park Team & First Aid staff will have radios.
5.2 Event Control Point
Because of the nature of the event and the small size of the public attending it is not
proposed to have a permanently staffed Event Control point. If necessary, the onsite
Production Office will be used as a meeting point if required for incident management.

Event Management Structure

Event Management Directors & Managers
Robin Morley, Simon Teesdale, Adam Streeter, Katrien Schepens
(Safety & Event Operations)

Main Gate Tickets &
Event Guides
Katrien Schepens

Event Production Manager
Dan Lake
Gabe Burden
Assistant Production Manager

Security
Supervisor
Phil Burton

First Aid Responders
TBC

Event Guides
Katrien Schepens

25

Car Park Team

Waste Management
Leonardslee Lakes &
Gardens
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Production Team
Matt Fearnau & Paul
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5.3 Communication
All staff will be advised of the position of radio operators so that communication around the Event can be maintained and issues
relayed quickly & efficiently to the management team. All personnel will be given a numbered hand radio set for their exclusive
sole use throughout the duration of their work at the event.
Radio Channels in use will be:
Channel 1. Production & Event Management
Channel 2. Car Park Management Team
Channel 3: Event Guides & Buggy Drivers
Channel 3. Medical First Aid Responders
Channel 4. Confidential Event Management Issues.
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5.4 COVID-19 Risk Assessment & Safety Measures
Version:
Authors:

One
Date:
02.11.2020
Dan Lake, Gabriel Burden & Robin Morley

All of the risk assessments here are designed to tackle the risk of infection transmission of COVID-19.
The authors of this risk assessment are:
Dan Lake: Production Manager for Enchanted Leonardslee 2021.
Outdoor event production manager since 2007. Freelance. IOSHH. Same Sky resident production manager since 2007. Brighton
Festival Children’s Parades, large scale spectaculars, day and night-time art trails, illuminated events in woods and urban
environments. Brighton Festival outdoor arts programme 2018-present.
Gabriel Burden: Assistant Production Manager Leonardslee Enchanted 2021 and Production Manager for Leonardslee Illuminated
2019-2021.
Outdoor event production and performance since 1989. Freelance. IOSHH. Full time freelance Production and Site Manager.
Events include - the opening show for Hull, UK City of Culture May 2017, Architects of Air at Sydney Festival January 2020,
National Theatre Spectacular London Olympics August 2012, Brighton Pride August 2019.
COVID-19 Event Safety Research & Planning Group
Much of the content of these risk assessments is informed from meetings of the Enchanted Leonardslee COVID-19 Research &
Planning Group. This group was specifically formed with members with a rich mix of skills and experience to respond to the unique
challenges thrown up by the Covid crisis. In addition to the authors, those members are:
Robin Morley Event Director, Producer & Event Safety Manager. Enchanted Leonardslee 2021 and Leonardslee Illuminated
2019 -2021
Anne Marie Chebib Managing Director, Select Security & Stewarding. Secretary, UK Crowd Management Association
Phil Bourton Operations & Planning Director, Select Security & Stewarding
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Dr Chris Cocking Principal Lecturer, School of Health Sciences, University of Brighton. Expertise’s in crowd psychology
and outdoor events.
In compiling this document due regard has been taken of appropriate legislation and ever-expanding portfolio of guidance in
response to the pandemic. In addition to the list featured at the start of the Event Management Plan, this has included the following
documents which have emerged in response the Covid pandemic:
Public Health Guidance: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
Government COVID-19 Winter Plan https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-winter-plan
•

•
•
•
•

Govt guidance: Working safely during COVID-19 (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19
Relevant documents within this suite of guidance are:
o Construction and other outdoor work. HM Govt. 3 July 2020
o The visitor economy. HM Govt. 11 May 2020, updated 3 July 2020.
o Performing Arts. HM Govt. 11, May 2020, updated 9 July 2020.
o Restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaway services. HM Govt. 9 July 2020
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/5-steps-to-working-safely 8 July 2020
Keeping workers and audiences safe during COVID-19 In the outdoor event industry in England. Event Industry Forum. 10
July 2020
The Event Safety Alliance Reopening Guide – For Event Professionals During the COVID-19 Pandemic. Edited by Steven A
Adelman, May 2020 (United States)
Production Lighting in a Post Pandemic World – A Collaborative Document Amies, Chisnall, Hall, Lambert. 12 June 2020

Articles:
1. What is the psychology of physical distancing? How can we use group norms to make distancing easier for people at mass
gatherings? Drury, Reicher, Hopkins. May 2020
2. Crowdedness Mediates the Effect of Social Identification on Positive Emotion in a Crowd: A Survey of Two Crowd Events.
Novelli, et al. 2013
Risk assessment is a dynamic and ongoing planning tool. As such this is a working document, accurate at time of writing and
subject to change. In particular, the Government guidance and legislation following the COVID-19 pandemic is emerging week-by28
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week. This guidance is promptly carefully scrutinized, with changes to plans and assessments following to comply. The primary
purpose of this assessment is to ensure that, as far as is reasonably practicable, the staff, the public and the contractors, are able
to work at and attend a safe and enjoyable event. All identified risks will be thoroughly monitored throughout the event, and where
necessary, further action taken.
Training & Preparedness
The Enchanted Leonardslee 2020 event organisers have carried out their own research and planning for the event as their COVID19 Risk Assessment & Safety Measures
But also undertaken the following training and preparedness in advice on planning the event:

1. Workplace Training for COVID-19 Safety, provided for Enchanted Leonardslee personnel, event organisers, production
teams, artists, creatives, and selected event suppliers. Training was provided on-line by Phil Bourton Operational Director,
Select Security & Stewarding Ltd.
2. Organising COVID Secure Events. The training is organised by WCC Public Health Department and delivered by West
Sussex County Council Online Learning Gateway CPD Training.
Participation in on-line session on 4th December 2020 Organising COVID
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INDEX OF RISK ASSESSMENTS

THINKING ABOUT RISK ...................................................... 34

Alcohol .............................................................................. 41

Managing risk .................................................................... 34

Toilets................................................................................ 42

Sharing the risk assessment ............................................. 35

Medical .............................................................................. 42

Test & trace ....................................................................... 35

MANAGING WORKERS ...................................................... 42

Communication – providing and explaining available
guidance ............................................................................ 36

Who should go to work? .................................................... 42

Outbreak/ case of COVID-19............................................. 37

People who need to self-isolate ........................................ 43

Accidents and emergencies .............................................. 38

Equality in the workplace................................................... 43

Evacuation leading to close proximity ............................... 38

Coming to and leaving work/ work related travel ............... 44

MANAGING VISITORS ........................................................ 38

Moving around buildings, stores and site .......................... 44

Cases of COVID-19 ........................................................... 38

Workplaces and workstations............................................ 45

Crowd density & visitor numbers ....................................... 39

Working practices .............................................................. 45

Queue management .......................................................... 39

Meetings............................................................................ 46

Congested areas ............................................................... 39

PPE ................................................................................... 46

Visitor flow ......................................................................... 40

Accidents, security and other incidents ............................. 46

Handwashing..................................................................... 40

Medical .............................................................................. 47

Communication with public ................................................ 40

Worker meals, drinks and snacks ..................................... 47

Disabled visitors (inc hearing or visual impaired) .............. 41

MANAGING SUPPLIERS ..................................................... 47

Children ............................................................................. 41

Communication with contractors ....................................... 47

Travel to/ from event ......................................................... 41

General requirements on suppliers ................................... 48
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Deliveries, load/ unload ..................................................... 48

Costumes, hair & make-up ................................................ 52

Food area – set-up ............................................................ 49

CLEANING AND HYGEINE ................................................. 53

Catering suppliers ............................................................. 49

When setting up ................................................................ 53

Fairground ......................................................................... 49

Keeping the workplace clean ............................................ 53

Market stalls ...................................................................... 50

Hygiene: handwashing, sanitation facilities and toilets ...... 53

PERFORMERS .................................................................... 50

Toilet cleaning ................................................................... 54

Performers......................................................................... 50
Rehearsals, training, pre-production and performance ..... 51

Handling goods, merchandise, materials & onsite vehicles
.......................................................................................... 54

Singing and playing wind and brass instruments ............... 51

Waste ................................................................................ 54

Changing spaces............................................................... 52
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Risk Ratings
The risks have been assessed using a 5 x 5 Risk Matrix to provide a quantitative measure of any given risk. This
tool has been implemented for the purpose of risk analysis, to identify the most serious hazards. Care should be taken not to rely
too heavily on risk ratings when applying controls, each and every hazard identified in the assessment should be controlled and the
risk rating acts to apportion the appropriate response. The risk rating is calculated by multiplying the likelihood against the severity
and the ratings have been defined as follows:
LIKELIHOOD

SEVERITY

RISK / ACTION LEVEL = L X S

Almost Certain

5

Multi death / multi major injury

5

Unacceptable Risk Activities to be
>
stopped until adequate controls
16
applied

Likely

4

Single death / major injury with long-term
impact

4

High Risk Immediate action
required to control

>
10

3

Medium Risk Further action
required to manage risks day by
day

>4

2

Low Risk Adequate controls in
place to manage risk

3/
4

1

Negligible Risk No action required

1/
2

RIDDOR 2013 reportable
Possible

3

Unlikely

2

‘specified injury’

RIDDOR reportable 3 day
injury

Rare / Almost
Impossible
32
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Minor/First Aid injury – minor cuts, sprains,
bruises
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HAZARD

33

1

2

3

4

5

Minor injury

3 day injury

Major Injury

Single
death

Multi-death

5

5

10

15

20

25

4

4

8

12

16

20

3

3

6

9

12

15

2

2

4

6

8

10

1

1

2

3

4

5

WHO IS AT
RISK

L
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THINKING ABOUT RISK
Managing risk All

o

o
o
o
o

o
o
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Designated person assigned to
manage Infection Control. Oversees,
inspects and supervises to ensure
compliance with COVID-19 measures.
Increase frequency of hand washing
and surface cleaning
Ensure both workers and visitors who
feel unwell stay at home
Enable working from home as a first
option
Comply with social distancing 2m, or
1m with risk mitigation where 2m is not
viable
Keep activity time as short as possible
Reduce number of people each person
has contact with by using ‘fixed teams
or partnering’
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o

o

o
o
o

Avoid people needing to raise voices.
Refrain from playing music at a volume
that makes normal conversation
difficult
If people must work face-to-face for
sustained period with more than a
small group of fixed partners – then
assess whether the activity can safely
go ahead.
Monitor any changes in government
guidance and act to comply.
Use screens or barriers to separate
people
Use back-to-back or side-to-side
working (rather than face-to-face)
whenever possible

APPENDIX 1 - Events Management Plan
Sharing the risk All
assessment

o
o
o
o
o

Test, Track &
Trace

All

o
o
o

o
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Advance briefing for workers – sharing
the results of RA
Regular and continuing briefing and
updates
Consider publishing results of risk
assessment on website for public.
Display the poster ‘Staying COVID-19
Secure in 2020’
Display Visit England ‘Good to Go’ Kite
Mark

o

o

o
o

Maintain record of all workers on site. o
Keep records for 21 days minimum
Check health status/ vulnerability of
workers daily
o
Daily on-arrival-at-work temperature
testing and blood oxygen testing for all o
crew. Results recorded and monitored
Collecting data to support NHS Test
and Trace. Keep temporary record of
attendees for 21 days. Assist NHS
Test and Trace requests for that data if
requested, with contact details for all
booking ticket holders
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Engage with workers to explain and
agree any changes in working
arrangements
Involve workers - engage to share
good practice and new safe ways of
working
Daily crew checklist
Monitor unforeseen impacts of
changes to working environment
COVID test all install crew immediately
before event start date - providing
government guidelines do not change.
Contact data is held on all working and
booking to attend the event
All workers use the NHS Test & Trace
mobile phone app

APPENDIX 1 - Events Management Plan
Communication All
– providing and
explaining
available
guidance

o

o
o
o
o
o

Provide clear and consistent messages o
in all pre-event communications with
both visitors and workers
Provide signage at entrances to remind
all of social distancing
Use ‘we speak’ to promote compliance o
Use signs to reduce face-to-face
communications
Use clear and consistent messaging
o
Use simple clear language and
pictures
o
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Consider all opportunities for
communication on the ‘event journey’
for workers and public. Pre- and at
time of sales/hire, pre-event emails,
press, on-site communications
Consider communications targeted at
children E.g. ‘Please look after your
grown-ups’
Particular attention to briefing
volunteers or infrequent workers who
might not be familiar with COVID-19
work practices.

APPENDIX 1 - Events Management Plan
Outbreak/ case All
of COVID-19

2

4 8

o
o

o

o
o

Have a plan for procedure if case of
COVID-19 is identified on site
Individual is to isolate themselves
immediately and either stay in isolation
until medical assistance can be
brought to them or leave the site
altogether
Those taken ill should report their
illness to their supervisor/ manager
and ask for a COVID-19 test on the
NHS website
Reduce response from other workers
to a single individual
Tell people they've been in close
contact with that they have symptoms.
They may want to tell people they’ve
been in close contact* with in the past
48 hours that they might have
coronavirus.

o

o
o

o

o
o
o

Examples of close contact include:
o
• close face to face contact (under 1
metre) for any length of time –
including talking to them or
coughing on them
• being within 1 to 2 metres of each
other for more than 15 minutes –
including travelling in a small vehicle
• spending lots of time in your home,
such as cleaning it
37
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Single Point Of Contact (SPOC) leads
on contacting local Public Health team
if a case is identified. Probably the
Health Manager
Welfare positioned such that it can be
accessed by vehicle (e.g. ambulance)
Consider sending home any coworkers who have been in close
contact with the person taken ill,
including those who have shared
transport with them. Remember it is
possible to carry the virus and be
asymptomatic.
Close contacts of COVID-19 cases
should follow government advice and
self-isolate for 14 days.
Individual to go to the Welfare point
Call NHS
Ensure victim’s names and contact
details are recorded
All workers use the NHS Test & Trace
mobile phone app
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Accidents and
emergencies

All

1

5 5

o

o

o

Evacuation
leading to close
proximity

1

4 4

o

o

MANAGING VISITORS
Cases of
COVID-19
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4 8

o

Public safety is the priority in an
o
accident or emergency situation such
as first aid incident, fire, terror attack.
o
Consideration to provide evacuating
attendees in an emergency is such a
way as to maintain social distancing if
possible
However, people do not have to
maintain social distancing if it would be
unsafe to do so

Ensure enough appropriately trained
staff to keep people safe.
Try to ensure assembly areas are
sufficient size for social distancing to
be maintained

In the event of an extreme weather
o
event, terrorist threat or other
circumstance requiring evacuation,
visitors and workers will be moved to
areas away from the hazard.
o
The site has large surplus spaces
where large numbers of people can be
moved to.

Temporary fences can be moved to
one side by guides and visitors asked
to move to those areas using the PA
system and loudhailers.
A pragmatic view will be taken of the
comparative risk of Covid infection
compared to the immediate danger of
any given incident.

People with symptoms of COVID-19,
o
or who have been advised to selfisolate following close contact with
someone with symptoms of COVID-19,
will be asked not to attend

See ‘Outbreak/ case of COVID-19’
above in Section ‘THINKING ABOUT
RISK’
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Crowd density
& visitor
numbers

All
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o

Queue
management

Visitors
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o
o

o
Congested
areas

Visitors

3

4 12

o

o
o
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Timed tickets to stagger entry every 15 o
mins This allows the careful control of
total numbers on site at any given time.
Analysis of photos from Illuminated
o
Leonardslee 2020 event to assess how
audiences’ distance in ‘normal’
conditions
No ‘walk-ups’ I.e. no ticket sales at
venue – advance sales only.
Staggered entry times (every 15
o
minutes)
Contactless ticketing system for faster,
safer entry and to enable staff to
o
maintain distance
Use of signs and possibly ground
markers for distancing
Creating well designed areas for
standing and watching that allow
distancing
Configure site to enable social
distancing
Event guides working on the route to
ensure distancing
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o
o
o

Public can walk the route in their
household/ social bubble group,
socially distanced from the next group
Event guides strategically placed
around the route to verbally encourage
visitor flow and reduce congestion.
Guides equipped with radios to report
as event spotters, any problems and if
necessary, temporarily pause ingress
of visitors
Event Guide dedicated to entry queue
management to intervene and reduce/
eliminate any delays
Front of House staff available to deal
with entry enquiries or ticketing
problems
Operate one way systems to assist
distancing
Lighting conditions may be adjusted to
discourage overstaying
Performances and exhibits will be
stopped if necessary, to disperse
audience
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Visitors

Visitor flow

3

4 12

o

o

All

2

3 6

o
o

Communication All
with public

2

4 8

o

Handwashing

o

o

o

o
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Attractions carefully designed with
consideration for dwell times and
physical distancing E.g. duration and
frequency of performances
Layout of attractions along the route to
promote flow by drawing audience
forward to the next attraction (reducing
crowds)
One-way routes for visitors
Provide and encourage handwashing
or sanitiser at the event entrance

o
o
o

o

Provide signage at entrances to remind o
all of latest guidelines, including social
distancing
Provide posters or information setting
out how visitors should behave to keep
everyone safe
o
Use ‘we speak’ to promote compliance
and set up social norms. Visitors will
be asked to consider those who are
o
most vulnerable around them
Use clear and consistent messaging to
give visitors a sense of duty and
common purpose
Use pictures and words
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Creating areas for passing / overtaking
on paths
Encourage visitors to proceed at a
steady pace
Use visual cues to remind people to
distance in congested areas E.g.
ground markers, use of lighting to
promote compliant behaviours
Signs to advise on handwashing
technique
Consider all opportunities for
communication on the ‘event journey’
for workers and public. Pre- and at
time of sales/hire, pre-event emails,
press, on-site communications.
All pre-event communication to be
consistent with the messaging and
signage on site
Consider density of signs – people
stop reading if overloaded with info.
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Visitors
Disabled
visitors (inc
hearing or
visual impaired)

2

Visitors

2

4 8

Travel to/ from Visitors
event

1

4 4

Children

4 8

o

Driven buggies available for those
visitors with mobility issues.
Masks and hand gel available for
buggy passengers

o

o

Remind adults accompanied by
children that they are responsible for
supervising them and should follow
social distancing rules

o

o

Due to lack of public transport options, o
visitors are expected to arrive by
private vehicles - cars.
The car park has ample capacity for all
vehicles and is large enough to allow
social distancing

Visitors will be asked to consider the
health of others and maintain distance

Promote social norms for responsible o
consumption of alcohol
Visitor profile is predominantly families
and alcohol has not been a big factor
in previous events
o
Security cover for the bar
Judicious reinforcement of social
distancing in area of the bar

Awareness that drinking can disinhibit
and impair judgement, making
distancing problematic for some
individuals
Challenge 25 scheme will be applied

o

o

Alcohol

Visitors

1

4 4

o
o

o
o
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o
o

Family groups only to be taken on one
buggy
Driver to wear mask
Buggies to be regularly sanitized to a
specific documented schedule
Consider communications targeted at
children E.g. please look after your
grown-ups.
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Visitors

Toilets

3

4 12

o

o

Portable toilets will be provided in
o
addition to those permanent toilets at
Leonardslee Gardens. The increase in o
toilet numbers is to allow distancing
within toilet blocks and to discourage
large queues
o
Reminders of hand washing technique
o

Medical

o

Visitors

o

MANAGING WORKERS
Who should go Workers
to work?

2

4 8

o
o

o
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See cleaning and hygiene risk
assessments
Individual toilets and urinals may be
closed off to prevent close proximity of
visitors
Toilets to be regularly cleaned
according to a schedule and
documented.
Venue Manager to check cleaners are
effectively carrying out their duties

o

Must be suitably qualified and trained
for COVID aware practices

Consider who is essential on site.
o
Work from home where possible
Plan for minimum number of people to
be on site to operate safely and
effectively
o
Ensure those coming onto site are fit to
work with no symptoms of COVID-19
or otherwise feeling unwell

In Planning phase and to a lesser
extent during the build, all meetings
and pre-production work will be done
remotely wherever possible
Monitor wellbeing of people working
from home and keep them connected
with colleagues on-site

Leonardslee Lakes & Garden staff
team have a cohort of staff who are
first aid trained responders.
4 x first aid trained responders will be
on duty each of the event evenings
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Workers
Protecting
people who are
at higher risk
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o

People who
need to selfisolate

Workers
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Equality in the
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Workers

1
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o

o
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See current guidance for who is in the o
clinically extremely vulnerable and
clinically vulnerable groups
Clinically extremely vulnerable stay at o
home where possible.
Clinically vulnerable individuals take
extra care to observe social distancing o
and helped to work from home
Clinically vulnerable individuals be
offered option of safest available onsite roles

Particular attention for those who live
with clinically extremely vulnerable
individuals.
Awareness and focus on the
importance of mental health and
wellbeing at times of uncertainty
Questionnaire to include checking that
workers are taking extra precautions if
in close contact with vulnerable people
outside of the event

Any worker exhibiting symptoms to self o
isolate and stay at home
Offer home working options wherever
possible while self-isolating
Use current guidance for people who
have symptoms and those who live
with others who have symptoms

Checking to ensure workers have
sufficient equipment to carry out their
work effectively at home

Understand and take into account the o
particular circumstances of those with
different protected characteristics
Consider that workers with protected
characteristics might have a different
o
degree of risk for the same activity
Make reasonable adjustments to avoid
disabled workers being put at a
disadvantage

Steps must not have an unjustifiable
negative impact on some groups
compared with others. Eg those with
caring responsibilities.
Assess risks for new/ expectant
mothers
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Coming to and Workers
leaving work/
work related
travel
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o
o
o

o

o
Moving around Workers
buildings,
stores and site

3
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o

o

o
o
o
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Location of the site means nearly all
will arrive by car/ private vehicle.
Ample car parking available for staff
Consider safe sign-in process for all
workers/ contractors on site. To sign a
register or form to confirm they are not
suffering from COVID-19 symptoms or
living in the same household or support
bubble as someone who is unwell.
Consider staggering arrival and
departure times as appropriate to
reduce crowding
Minimise non-essential travel

o

Maintain social distancing 2m, or 1m
with risk mitigation where 1m is not
viable
Reduce movement by discouraging
non-essential trips within buildings and
site.
Minimise crowding at bottlenecks such
as sign-in, entrances, exits

o

Reduce job rotation and equipment
rotation. E.g. single tasks for the day
Consider separating site into working
zones to keep different (teams of)
workers physically separated as much
as possible
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o

o

o

o
o

o

See Government guidance on
travelling to and from work
Minimise number of people outside
your household or support bubble
travelling together in any one vehicle.
Use fixed travel partners, increase
ventilation where possible, avoid sitting
face-to-face
Markings and one-way flow at entry
and exit points to work areas. Provide
handwashing or hand sanitiser at entry
and exit points
Reduce occupancy and observe social
distancing in on-site vehicles.
Implement one-way systems wherever
possible on walkways
Use signage on ground markings or
being creative with other objects to
help people comply with 2m distancing
Maintain good ventilation in the work
environment, open sides to gazebos,
windows, fans etc where possible
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Workplaces and Workers
workstations

3
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o

Working
practices

Workers

3
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o
o
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Regular briefing of workers by Health
Manager including dynamic
assessment and mitigation of specific
risks
Checklist for each worker to complete
every day before starting work. To
include travel, hygiene, PPE,
distancing and working practices.
Use back-to-back or side-to-side
working (rather than face-to-face)
wherever possible
Keep activity time at close proximity as
short as possible
Use screens or barriers to separate
people wherever possible
Reduce the number of people each
person has contact with by using ‘fixed
teams or partnering’ (so each person
works only with a few others)

o

Identify operations where people have
to directly pass things to each other
like tools and materials and find ways
to remove direct contact.
Minimise sharing of tools, equipment
and vehicles

o

Sanitize tools and hands on a regular
basis as some specialist tools will
necessarily be used by many.
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o

o
o
o

o

Wherever possible partner workers
with others from the same household
or bubble
These measures apply to all areas of
the site. E.g. car park, trail route, break
rooms, stores
Workstations must enable social
distancing. Consider screens.
Reduce or eliminate sharing of work
areas
Keep shared activity time, such as
when working on a specific task
together, as brief as possible

A spray sanitizer to be kept in each site
vehicle for regular use on handles,
steering wheel, gear stick and seatbelt
clips
Stagger break times, use outdoor
areas where possible
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Meetings

Workers

2
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o
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o

Workers

PPE
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o
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o

Workers
Accidents,
security and
other incidents

1
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o

o
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Use online meeting tools to avoid inperson meetings
Hold meetings outdoors where
possible
Avoid sharing pens, documents or
other objects wherever possible

o

o
o

Use a mask when working in closer
o
proximity than 2m.
Change and wash your face covering
daily
o
Gloves – worker and disposable gloves
to be worn
Workers to be reminded of the risks of
them carrying pathogens. And should
be advised not to touch other parts of
their body while wearing them.
People do not have to comply with
social distancing in an emergency if it
would be unsafe
People providing assistance to others
should pay particular attention to
sanitation measures immediately
afterwards – including washing hands
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o

Provide portable hand sanitiser to
every worker and encourage regular
use
Minimise number of people in physical
meetings
For areas where regular meetings take
place, use floor signage to assist
distancing
Some people don’t wear a face
covering, including for health, age or
equality reasons
Consider use of face shields and
aprons

Consider security implications for
changes in response to COVID-19
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Workers

1

4 4

o

A Medical First Aid contractor is to be
appointed A minimum of 2 x staff will
be on duty and in attendance for each
of the public event dates.

o

Must be suitably qualified and trained
for COVID aware practices

Worker meals, Workers
drinks and
snacks

3

4 12

o

Meals to be portioned and labelled for
each individual
Workers not to touch meals, drinks or
snacks they are not going to consume
No communal snacks
Disposable containers, cutlery and
cups for one-time use

o

Sanitiser and/or washing facilities next
to food areas
Workers encouraged to maintain
cleanliness in these areas

Medical

o
o
o

MANAGING SUPPLIERS
Communication All
with contractors

3

4 12

o

o
o
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o

Communicate event’s health
o
requirements to contractors, in writing
and in advance if possible
Briefing by Safety Manager on entry to
event site
Guidance on distancing and hygiene
explained to all suppliers on or before
arrival
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Scheduling essential services and
contractor visits to reduce interaction
and unnecessary overlap between
people

APPENDIX 1 - Events Management Plan
General
requirements
on suppliers

2

4 8

o

o

o

Deliveries, load/ Workers,
contractors
unload

1

4 4

o
o
o
o
o

As well as abiding by the site’s
requirements and guidelines, traders
and suppliers to provide their own risk
assessments.
These risk assessments to include
COVID-19 safety, such as how they
will shield their staff and the public to
minimise risk and maintain social
distancing
Request that suppliers only send staff
to site that have declared themselves
fit that day

o

Designated drop off/ collection point.
Suitable signage and markings
Minimise unnecessary contact e.g.
signing for deliveries
Consider minimising deliveries by
ordering larger quantities less often
Delivered items to be left in storage for
three days if possible
Items may be sanitized if they are to be
used immediately

o

o

o

o
o

o

o
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Require a consistent approach
throughout the event
Siting of traders to consider pinch
points and avoidance/ minimising of
queuing wherever possible
Ensure hand sanitisation available for
drivers coming onto the site

Delivery drivers to unload where
possible
Wherever possible single workers load
or unload vehicles
Where possible use same pairs of
people for loads when more than one
is needed
Consider staggering deliveries where
possible to avoid queuing at ingress
and egress points
Unload heavy items with the on-site
forklift
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Food area –
set-up

All
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Catering
suppliers
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One way system for customers
o
Production Manager, Safety Director, &
Traders Manager to close food
concessions who fail to adhere to the
guidelines
o
Plentiful and accordingly spaced tables
and seats in an outdoor setting.
Frequent cleaning of tables & chairs
Provide more waste facilities and more
frequent rubbish collection
Order area distanced from food
collection point
Customers to stand back and socially
distance until food is ready and they
are called forward
Contactless payments
Catering facilities required to operate
to the standards required of
foodservice operations generally and
appropriate foodservice and food
retailing COVID-19 guidance

o

Every participant to sanitize hands
before and after their ride.
Pedestrian barrier around rides and
separate entrance and exit routes

o
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o
o
o

Where possible, single-use containers
should be used and visitors
encouraged to dispose in waste bins
after use
Consider needs of those requiring
disabled seating or wheelchair space

Agree in advance arrangements the
working requirements for food
suppliers. E.g. controls on incoming
goods.
Any food sampling should be done in a
way to prevent cross-contamination
Caterers will not be allowed to trade
without suitable handwashing facilities
All food should be suitably covered

Rides, handles and other high contact
areas to be regularly cleaned
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Market stalls

All

2

4 8

o

o
o

PERFORMERS
Workers
Performers

2
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o

o
o

o
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The market stalls will be in a large
o
marquee with a one-way system in
place
o
Stalls will be suitably distanced from
each other
Any activity that involved close contact o
should only be done in a way that is
safe. E.g. printed materials and ‘thankyou items’ such as badges.

The marquee will have large openings
to allow a free throughput of fresh air
Stallholders will speak to visitors to
encourage them to maintain social
distancing whilst waiting at stalls
Traders to follow the government
guidance for retailing

o

All performances to be conducted
outdoors and with a minimum distance
of 5metres from the closest audience
member
Pedestrian barrier may be used to
separate audience from performers

Performers are workers. All the
measures for workers apply also to
performers
Separate changing rooms and break
areas for performers
Distancing for performers during
performance e.g. puppeteers are 2m
apart due to size of their costumes
Identify any roles that interact with he
audience and manage transmission
risk appropriately
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o

APPENDIX 1 - Events Management Plan
Workers
Rehearsals,
training, preproduction and
performance

1

Workers

1

Singing and
playing wind
and brass
instruments

4 4

o
o

4 4

o

o

o
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Complete costume fittings pre-event
and off-site where possible
Organise call schedules so that only
those required are on site at any given
time – consider staggered site visits &
rehearsals
Singing and playing wind instruments
are considered higher risk activities.
New guidance is issued as scientific
evidence develops. Monitor and
comply with latest government
guidance.
Limit number of singers - (there is one
single singer, who is static) No singing
in groups for this event
Singer distanced 10m from nearest
person in front of them
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o

o

o

Due care for social distancing when
warming up and carrying out vocal
exercises
Only sing outdoors wherever possible.
If singing indoors is unavoidable, limit
numbers and ventilate the space
Observe measures when with coworkers to be side-to-side or back-toback, avoiding face-to-face wherever
possible
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Changing
spaces

Workers

2

4 8

o

o

o

o
o

Costumes, hair Workers
& make-up

1

4 4

o

o
o
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Maintain social distancing for
performers and any supporting workers
throughout
Where possible create zones with
people operating exclusively in each
zone.
Where close contact or face-to-face
positioning is unavoidable, follow
government guidelines
Use fixed teams as per workers risk
assessment
Allow extra time for processes to limit
cross-contamination

o

o
o
o

Store individual performers costumes o
and own clothes inside separate plastic
bags
o
Launder costumes between uses
whenever possible
Consider musicians arriving to venue
in clothes they will wear for the
performance
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Consider cubicles or separate
changing spaces, or socially distanced
stations for performers to get their
costume, dress, hair & make-up
without assistance where possible.
Sanitise and ventilate changing spaces
between uses
Separate areas for front and back of
house
Minimise the number of people working
both front and back of house to limit
cross-contamination.

Limit time spent in hair & make-up
whenever possible
Allocate own make-up kit, brushes,
hair products and equipment to each
cast member. Sterilise / disinfect
regularly.
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CLEANING AND HYGEINE
Workers
When setting
up

2
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o
o

Workers
Keeping the
workplace clean

2
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o
o
o

Hygiene:
handwashing,
sanitation
facilities and
toilets

Workers

3

4 12

o

o

o
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Deep clean of all indoor and marquee
areas
Plan cleaning supplies requirements –
what and where. E.g. toilets, vehicles,
changing rooms, production marquee,
individual supplies to go out on site
with equipment.

o

Health Manager to check cleaning
regime and that checklist is being
completed.

o

Ensure adequate supply of cleaning
materials and consumables

Dedicated cleaning team for cleansing
Special care for cleaning of portable
toilets
Frequent cleaning of work areas and
equipment and tools between uses

o
o

Enhance cleaning for busy areas
Frequent cleaning of objects and areas
that are touched regularly. E.g.
buckets, door handles

Provide additional handwashing
facilities or hand sanitisation, including
for individual workers out on site.
All those working on site should be
encouraged to wash hands regularly
(and particularly before and after
eating, drinking or using the toilet) with
soap and water for 20 seconds
Cleaning checklist to be completed
each time that workers clean and
sanitize an area

o

Signs to build awareness of good
handwashing technique
Provide regular reminders to maintain
hygiene standards
Provide hand drying facilities where
possible
Guidance to cough and sneeze into a
tissue which is binned safely, or into
your arm if tissue not available.
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o
o
o
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Toilet cleaning All

2
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o

o

o
o
Workers
Handling
goods,
merchandise,
materials &
onsite vehicles

3

4 12

o
o

o

All

Waste
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4 4

o

Set clear use and cleaning guidance
for toilets with increased frequency of
cleaning in line with usage.
Keep facilities well ventilated, for
example by fixing doors open where
appropriate
Special attention for portable toilets
Put up a cleaning schedule and keep it
up to date and visible
Cleaning of site vehicles between uses
(steering wheel, gear shift, grab bars)
Encourage increased handwashing for
workers handling goods and
merchandise or sanitiser where this is
not available
Cleaning procedures for the parts of
shared equipment/ tools you touch
after each use. E.g. trolleys, carry
handles, plugs and sockets

o

It is recommended that alcohol-based
cleaning products are used when
toilets are in use as these are effective
for COVID-19 within 1 minute. Normal
cleaning agents which take longer to
deal with COVID-19 can be used for
the final clean

o

Regular cleaning of reusable boxes/
trugs
Each worker to carry a small sanitiser
Each vehicle to have a spray sanitiser
on board

More frequent clearing of bins and
waste from around the event site.

o
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o
o
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6. SECURITY & OTHER STAFF
6.1 Security
Select Security and Stewarding Services are the professional contractors for the
overnight security of the event. Working as an integrated team with the Event
Directors and Event Management team
https://www.facebook.com/pg/SelectOffice/photos/?ref=page_internal
There will be out of hours security patrols overnight (24.00 to 8.00) of the site by a
Select Security duty team from 23rd November when the event installation build
starts until 23rd December
All event personnel at the event will carry and wear as necessary branded Enchanted
Leonardslee Hi-Viz tabard vests
All the event management team, security, first aid responder staff and event guides
will have a designated hand radio comms. The radio comms will be used in
preference to closer contact ‘face to face’ discussions between the production and
event management personnel
The event management will work to the security contractors operational plan for key
areas of safety management that the security has been trained to use.
See Appendix 4: Enchanted Leonardslee 2021 - Select Operational Plan v1.0
Document to follow in EMP draft 2
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6.2 Event Guides
A key part of the Enchanted Leonardslee event experience is that all the event
personal role will be that they are part of the public visitor’s experience and enjoyment
of the event.
Enchanted Leonardslee Event Guides will all be identifiable wearing branded hi viz
tabards and dressed in costume as Garden Gnomes. They will be part of the public
visitor experience with tabards (akin to Disney event staff). Key positions have been
identified on the Event Site Plan for the guiding and enhancing the visitor experience.
6.3 Production and Maintenance crew
There will be 7 x Event Production crew led by the Production Manager to deal with
any operational event site or programme production issues during the pre-event set
up, safety checks and during the event’s operational hours.
6.4 Counter Terrorism Measures
The Event Directors are using the following documents to contribute to the counter
terrorism measures, briefing documents and live briefings to event personnel.
1. Crowded Places Guidance - National Counter Terrorism Security Office
(NaCTSO)
2. Recognising the Terrorist Threat (Gov UK)
3. The Purple Guide, the sections on 1. Health & Safety Planning, 2. Planning,
Management & Risk, 3. Venue & Site Design 4. Resilience Activities for Events,
6. Communications
Select Security & Stewarding have extensive knowledge and experience of counter
terrorism planning and management plans at outdoor events, from their work across the
UK with other major event organisers, police and local authorities
The 2020 event management and personnel briefing documents will be prepared working
with Select Security & Stewarding Services date.
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7. TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT
The event organisers will advise all ticket holders coming to the event of the travel
options. The majority of the attending public will travel to the event using their own
vehicle. Horsham town centre does have good rail & bus connections to the rest of
Sussex and the region.
7.1 Public Parking
There are free public car parking facilities on site at Leonardslee for 820 vehicle
spaces, including disabled blue badge parking space close to the Main Entrance and
6 x spaces for tour coaches
The Car Parking team will facilitate the public car entry, parking management and exit
during the event
The calculation is for an average of 3.5 x people average per car (event industry
standard measure) x 820 vehicle spaces = 2,870 visitors at any one time plus 4 x
coaches @ 53 x persons per coach = 412
Total: 2,870 visitors capacity for parking at any one time
The car park team will ensure that the car park is managed.
7.2 Public Transport
We will encourage the public safety in using walking, cycling and the available public
transport links for the use of more sustainable travel to the event.
Bus Service the Horsham - Brighton – Horsham 17 Bus service stops outside
Leonardslee and has scheduled stops at both the Horsham Rail Station and Bus
Station. The services runs until 19.00 hrs weekdays and less frequently at the
weekends
Rail Service: Horsham Rail Station has good links to London and the south coast
towns and cites
8. MEDICAL PROVISION
This is designated as a ‘small event’ in the Event Safety Guidance. Provision has been
made for 2 x First Aiders to be on duty for each event date. This will be provided by a
medical first aid trained staff. Contractor to be appointed
The First Aid Incident team will have radio communications with the Event Organisers
and Production Manager. An incident record will be kept by the Event Production
Office Manager, as well as the team’s RIDOR report.
There is a first aid recovery/isolation area in Event & Production Management Cabin
in the Production Management Area at the rear of the Music Stage. Which has good
access on to site for SE NHS ambulance attendance if required.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
9.1 Definitions
Contingency Arrangements have been devised to allow a co-ordinated and
effective response to unscheduled occurrences, which impinge on the safe
running of the Event. Three categories of occurrence, each requiring a specific
response reflecting their severity, have been identified and are defined below.
Untoward Incidents
An Untoward Incident is defined as ‘a routine occurrence that impacts upon the
safe running of the Event but does not require the Police to assume the coordination of its resolution’.
Emergency Situations
An Emergency Situation is defined as ‘an occurrence that poses a threat of
serious injury, loss of life or a breakdown in public order and does require the
Police to assume the co-ordination of its resolution’.
Major Incidents
A Major Incident is defined as ‘any emergency that requires the implementation of
special arrangements by one or more of the Emergency Services, the NHS or the
Local Authority for: The initial treatment, rescue and transport of a large
number of casualties.
The involvement either directly or indirectly of large numbers of people.
The handling of a large number of enquiries likely to be generated both from
the public and the news media, usually to the Police.
The need for the large-scale combined resources of two or more of the
Emergency Services.
The mobilization and organisation of the Emergency Services and supporting
organisations, e.g., Local Authority, to cater for the threat of death, serious
injury or homelessness to a large number of people.’
Although this broadly applies to the NHS a more relevant definition is ‘any
occurrence which presents a serious threat to the health of the community,
disruption to the service, or causes (or is likely to cause) such numbers or
types of casualties as to require special arrangements to be implemented by
Hospitals, Ambulances Services or Health Authorities’.
Should a Major Incident be called this is beyond the scope of this Event Manual
and the Management Team will support the Emergency Services with all the
resources at their disposal.
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9.2 Contingency plan
a.

Any member of the Security & Stewarding team, voluntary team or staff
becoming aware of an incident must advise Event Director as soon as
possible. A concise location and situation report should be given using the
Event Site Grid Plan.

b.

Radio traffic, unless essential, will be restricted to that between the
initial caller and Safety Director. Any deviation from this protocol will be
instigated by the Safety Director.

c.

On receipt of this information the Event Safety Director will conduct an
assessment to determine if the incident should be dealt with as an
Untoward Incident. In this instance the Event Director will determine the
appropriate Action Plan required in order to respond to the prevailing
circumstances.

d.

If assessed as a potential Emergency Situation the Safety Director will be
responsible for calling the appropriate emergency service and determining
an Action Plan to respond until the emergency services arrive.

e.

The Action Plan will then be relayed by radio to the staff including if a
decision will be taken whether to evacuate or partially evacuate the
crowd to a place of safety.

f.

The Event Safety Director or designated manager will make a public-address
announcement to advise the public of the proposed action through the main
stage PA system and relayed in other areas by using loud hailers by the
stewards and security.

g.

If an evacuation of part or the entire Event is required, staff will prevent
any re-entry without specific permission from the Event Safety Director,
who will consult with the appropriate Emergency Service attending the
event.

9.3 Evacuation
Evacuation is possible through the Main Entrance & Exit at Gate A, and / or
Emergency Exit Gate B as directed. As an outdoor event on a large-scale open
site, there are many places of safety to evacuate to.
Depending on the location and nature of the emergency/incident the Event
Director will determine the most appropriate gate for the Emergency Services to
access and for evacuation. They will instruct the Event Managers & Production
Team at these event areas to meet and guide Emergency Services to the
incident event area.
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10. WELFARE
Public Visitor Event and Programme Information
Printed Programme Handouts & Event Programme & Map Boards
On arrival at the Leonardslee Enchanted entrance the visitor will be given a printed
event programme with map of the festival field and woodland trail. Supplemented by
large event map and programme schedules signage boards in key entry points & a
map of the location of the programme and the welfare facilities.
10.1 Toilet facilities
The event will have an average of 2,870 people attending over a five-hour & 45minute event period.
The event toilet provision will be:
Male = 4 x 4 units x Urinals Blocks
Female & Male 17 x WC Units
Disabled and Baby Changing 2 x WC Units
The toilet facilities will be sign posted on the Festival Field. Please see for the
location of the public toilets for the event on the Event Site Plan at Appendix One
There will be a cleaner in operation to clean and restock all the WC units as part of
the event operations
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10.2 Traders, Stall Holders & Fun Fair Concessions
Food and Drink
There will be 6 x food and 3 x non-alcohol drink street food stalls offering a wide
range of artisan food and drinks. These will meet the required Environmental Health
and Food Hygiene standards. Many of them have already traded in the Horsham
District and know to the District Council.
COVID-19 Operational Safety Measures for Traders & Stall Holders
All stalls & traders:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

Promotion of social distancing at all times (2m rule) with signage
Stall layout designed to enable social distancing.
Queue management plan enable social distancing.
Working back-to-back or side to side wherever possible
Further increasing the frequency of handwashing and surface cleaning
Contactless payments should be used whenever possible.
The use of perspex sneeze guards on food stalls is mandatory and encouraged
on all stalls.
Customers should be encouraged to stand back from any food display and
discouraged from touching products prior to purchase
Encouraging customers to use hand sanitiser or hand-washing facilities at entry
points to the market.
All traders to have hand sanitiser available for public use on their stall
Reminding customers who are accompanied by children that they are
responsible for supervising them at all times and should follow social
distancing guidelines
The use of a mask or face covering in line with government guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-to-wear-and-make-a-clothface-covering/how-to-wear-and-make-a-cloth-face-covering
The use of NOQ App to allow visitors to pre-order food and drink which will
assist with queue reduction and assist social distancing.

Additional measures within the Christmas marquee:
o Stall layout and 3m wide walkways designed to enable 1m with mitigation
social distancing, always.
o One-way public flow directional system in place
o Steward with click counter at entrance of the marquee to ensure capacity limit
is maintained. One in, one out policy adopted when necessary.
o Mandatory use of a mask or face covering by traders and visitors at all times.
INSURANCE
All stallholders are required to have Third Party Public and Product Liability
Insurance for a minimum of £2 million.
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RISK ASSESSMENT
All stallholders are required to submit an up-to-date risk assessment for their stall
prior to trading, with careful consideration given to Covid-safety measures, with in
regard to the sampling of products
FOOD & DRINK TRADERS - REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
o
o
o
o
o
o

The name of the Local Authority with which they are registered.
Public, Product and Employers Liability Insurance Document
Gas Safety Certificates (carried out by a Mobile Catering Gas Engineer)
PAT test Certificate where products are over a year old (or receipts if under)
Hygiene certificate
Any certificates relating to your training (i.e., Food Safety Certificates Level 2
and above

Enchanted Leonardslee Market
There are 15 lifestyle stalls of conservation charities, arts & crafts, clothes, hats,
leather goods, toys, plants & garden ware that are locally produced.
Waste Management and Removal
Waste will be collected daily in large 1100 litre metal container throughout the
Festival Field site. The existing Leonardslee waste bins will be used which are
located throughout the Gardens and the catering facilities. The food and drink
traders & concessions will be responsible for ensuring their waste is taken to the site
waste bins and their area is clean of any waste. The event team & event guides will
daily litter pick the event site as necessary
The sale of glass containers and bottles at the Event is not allowed. Any glass
containers of sold of sealed produce will be wrapped in impact resistant packaging
and will not be for consumption at the event.
The Stalls Manager will visit the food stalls to ensure this policy is carried out and to
advise stallholders of the facilities available for refuse disposal/recycling. The
management of waste produced at the event is specifically for general waste
disposal & the recycling of waste where feasible.
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10.3 Licensed Alcohol Concessions
The concession alcohol outlets operating at the event will be:
Serving Concessions
Ryans Bar
Cabin Pressure
Leonardslee Gardens

Off Sales Concessions
Merry Ye Mead
Harley House
In the Loop Drinks
Good Living Brew Co
Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens

All alcohol traders will operate under the management of the existing Leonardslee
licensee for their operations.
The operation and management of the license for the event will include:
o The licensed sales will be from the outlets within the controlled ticket entry event
area.
o Prior to the event, staff will be issued detailed instructions and trained in all
aspects of the running of the licensed sales and are fully aware of their
responsibilities under the licensing act of 2003.
o

The main objective is to prevent the sale or supply of alcohol to persons under
the age of 18.

o

To support this objective, it will operate a Challenge 25 policy which requires any
person who appears to be under the age of 25 years attempting to buy alcohol to
produce photo driving license or passport.

o

A signage notice will be displayed by alcohol sales where it can be clearly seen
and read and will indicate that it is unlawful for persons under the age of 18 to
purchase alcohol and Challenge 25 policy is in operation and ID may be
required.

o

Anyone showing signs of being drunk or intoxication will not be served alcohol.

o

No opened or poured alcoholic drinks served at the event will be allowed to be
taken away from the event site and form part of the event stewarding operations
briefing.

o

All drinks will only be served in polycarbonate, paper or plastic vessels.

o

No glass containers will be used to serve liquids the public customers.
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10.4 Equality Access Arrangements
The event is in a large landscaped and woodland garden designed and managed by
Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens with made up pathways with some place’s gentle and
steeper slopes.
The Gardens are made accessible for those with mobility impairments by their being
offered an assisted visit using an electric buggy, which can take pre booked five
passengers. These are currently being used to assist for daytime visitors to the
Gardens.
Those event customers with impairments who book event tickets are offered a free
complementary ticket for an accompanying carer, support assistant, family member
or friend.
The event has accessible toilets.
All event personnel, security & event guides, support or welfare personnel will be
briefed on the care, welcome and welfare of members of the visiting public who have
either or both mental and physical impairments.
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10.5 Lost/Found Children Procedures
A Lost Children/Person point will be established at the Event Information Point near
the Main Entrance Gate. This will be permanently staffed with 1 x staff available. They
will have been through a recent (within the last 18 months) Disclosure & Barring
Service (DBS) check. The lost child/person
The following procedures will be adopted:
Person(s) Reporting a Lost Child – “Missing Child”
Procedure to be confirmed with Stewards & Security Operations Supervisor
1.

If the report is made to an event official, they should immediately contact the
Safety Manager using the code ‘Lost pink/blue flag no X’. Pink denotes a girl,
blue a boy and the number is the age of the child.

2.

If the child is at the Lost Children point, direct the person(s) to that location
where they will be required to complete the necessary documentation before the
child is released to them. In the event of any uncertainty, it will be the
responsibility of the Safety Manager to determine if the child should be allowed
to go with the person who is ‘claiming’ them.

3.

If the child is not at the Lost Children Point, the Event official should have a quick
look in the immediate vicinity as the child is likely to return to that place. Escort
them to the Lost Children Point. On arrival they will be asked to complete the
‘Missing Child’ form with details of the child’s name, age, description.

4.

Once details of the child have been taken, any person(s) reporting a missing
child should be requested to remain at the Lost Children office rather than going
out to search for the child. However, the event staff does not have any powers
to make any adult stay at the Lost Children office if they do not wish to stay. In
this case, the person(s) reporting the missing child should be asked to sign a
disclaimer form stating that they left the area of their own accord and leave a
contact number or given an escort with a mobile phone/radio.

5.

Any marshal/member of staff finding the child should immediately contact the
Safety Manager to advise them that they are bringing the child in. All children
found in this way must be escorted to the Lost Children Point to avoid them
becoming ‘lost’ again. This escort is a priority and should be undertaken
immediately.

6.

If the child is not found within 30 minutes the Police will be informed to
commence a Missing Person procedure.
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Child Reporting that they have lost their Parent(s)/Guardian(s)
“Found Children”
Procedure to be confirmed with Stewards & Security Operations Supervisor
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

If a child approaches or is brought to an event official and advises them that
they have lost their parent(s)/guardian(s) the event officials should immediately
contact the Lost Children Office using the code: ‘Found green/purple flag no X’.
Green denotes a girl, purple a boy and the number flag no X is the age of the
child.
The event official should have a very quick look within the vicinity as the
likelihood is that the responsible adult is within the immediate vicinity for 5
minutes. After that time, they must then escort the child to the Lost Children
Point. On no account should the event officials retain the child any longer than is
necessary.
On arrival at the Lost Children Point the event official should wait whilst the
‘Found Child’ form is completed. Details of where the child was ‘found’, together
with name of the event official will be recorded.
Once the ‘Found Child’ form has been completed, two members of staff
should remain in sole charge of the lost child/person. Behaving in a calm
and reassuring manner to the child/person
In the event of any uncertainty, it will be the responsibility of the Safety Manager to
determine if the child should be allowed to go with the person who is ‘claiming’ them.
In the event of any doubt the Police will be called.
If no-one claims the child within 30 minutes the Safety Manager will call the
Police to obtain further advice.

Note: It is generally accepted that the Lost Children procedure is provided for
persons aged 14 and under. However, discretion may be used regarding
those over 14 years or those who may be particularly vulnerable.
Lost Child / Person Forms which will be used are shown at Section 14.
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10.6 Found Property.
All property will be logged in the Event Log by the event organiser or their personnel
and handed over the next morning to Leonardslee Reception Desk at the Main
Entrance. Where most people are potentially likely to go or phone to retrieve any lost
items. There is an email contact hello@leonardsleegardens.co.uk or
hello@enchantedleonardslee.co.uk on the Enchanted Leonardslee website for
lost property.
10.7 Noise Disturbance
Although there are PA sound systems at the event, they are there for localised sound
and it is not anticipated that there will be any sound complaints particularly as the
sound systems will be switched off by 21.30hrs. Any noise complaints received by
external organisations should be notified to the Event Directors by mobile phone call
or email.
10.8 Cash Procedures
Leonardslee Lakes & Garden operate a cash less payment system for all sales on
site within the Gardens. This includes any walkup ticket sales for the event at the
Main Entrance.
Traders, stall holders, the fun fair and concessions will be responsible for the
management their own cash or card payments and handling this as part of their own
risk assessment for cash held on site.
10.9 Event Personnel Welfare
It is recognised that the winter weather could become wet, cold and windy. Therefore,
welfare for all staff and performers is important. Warm facilities with hot drinks will be
available throughout the event at the Event Production Office marquee which is
located next to Leonardslee House at the centre of the event site. There are staff toilets
next to this.
All staff will be advised to tell their supervisor/manager if they are uncomfortable, and a
schedule will be created to ensure that all staff do have the opportunity for a welfare and
comfort break during the event operational hours.
The personal safety of all workers in the workplace from COVID-19 infection or
transmissions are identified in the Risk Assessment
All working personal will have been given a training session on working safety practices
and measures under the COVID-19 pandemic
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CONTRACTORS
There is a system to ensure that competent contractors are employed to deliver
this event. To do this there has been a step-by-step process which can be
summarised as follows:
•

Provision of risk assessment, Method Statement, and Insurance
documentation with a minimum cover of £5m

•

On site briefing regarding safe working practices

•

Monitoring of working practices.

•

On-going monitoring of equipment and structures

11.1 Management of Structures
Temporary Demountable Structure Notices (TDSN)
In order to provide information in the simplest manner this document is a guide and
as such it references Structural Calculations, Method Statements, Risk
Assessments, and insurance documents which will be stored electronically. Copies
of this are available on request and will be stored at the Event Production Office on
site.
In erecting structures due account will be taken of the guidance contained within:
•

Temporary Demountable Structures (TDS). Guidance on design,
procurement, and use (Institute of Structural Engineers)

•

Safe use and operation of marquees and temporary demountable
fabric structures Performance Textile Association (MUTA)

All structures will have a completion certificate, and these will be held in the Event
Production Office file.
The structures that will hold a TDSN certificate are:
1.
2.
3.

Music Stage
Activity Workshop Tents
Stall Holders Tents
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11.2 Electrical installation
The lighting pieces will be powered by super silent generators and mains power
outlets supplied, installed, and tested by Energy Generators. The electrical
installation will be installed and tested by a competent electrician from the power
supplies contractor, as defined by BS 7909. A generator site electrician will be
monitoring the on-site systems.
11.3 Daily Checks
Each day prior to opening the Event will be checked by the Production Manager
and the Event Safety Director to ensure that all structures, electrical installations,
footpaths, and other aspects of the event are suitable for admitting the public. A
checklist will be completed and signed by the Production Manager & the Event
Safety Director each day and will be retained in the Event Management and
Production File on site.
11.4 Working at Height.
Working at height will be undertaken using the HSE guidelines such that all
operatives will:
1. avoid work at height where it is reasonably practicable to do so.
2. where work at height cannot be avoided, prevent falls using
either an existing place of work that is already safe or the
right type of equipment.
3. minimise the distance and consequences of a fall, by using
the right type of equipment where the risk cannot be
eliminated.
4. do as much work as possible from the ground.
5. ensure workers can get safely to and from where they work at height.
6. ensure equipment is suitable, stable, and strong enough for
the job, maintained and checked regularly.
Access equipment with the use of ladders or climbing harness will be used by
competent trainer riggers.
Each task will be assessed to ensure the correct equipment is used for each task.
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12. RISK ASSESSMENT
This Risk Assessment has been prepared by Robin Morley, Director & Event Safety
with advice from Nick Love, Health & Safety Advisor, based on the information
examined and their experience & knowledge of similar previous outdoor cultural after
dark events.
This Event Manual will be updated after further discussions with Horsham District
Council officers, their advisors and comments and advice given by the members of
the HD Safety Advisory Group (HD SAG).
The primary purpose of this assessment is to ensure that, as far as is reasonably
practicable, the staff, the public and the contractors can work at and attend a safe
and enjoyable event. All identified risks will be thoroughly monitored throughout the
event, and where necessary, further action taken.
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Risk Ratings
The risks have been assessed using a 5 x 5 Risk Matrix to provide a quantitative measure of any given
risk. This tool has been implemented for the purpose of risk analysis, to identify the most serious hazards. Care should be
taken not to rely too heavily on risk ratings when applying controls, each and every hazard identified in the assessment
should be controlled and the risk rating acts to apportion the appropriate response. The risk rating is calculated by
multiplying the likelihood against the severity and the ratings have been defined as follows:

LIKELIHOOD

SEVERITY

RISK / ACTION LEVEL = L X S

Almost Certain

5

Multi death / multi major injury

5

Unacceptable Risk Activities to be
>
stopped until adequate controls
16
applied

Likely

4

Single death / major injury with long-term
impact

4

High Risk Immediate action
required to control

>
10

3

Medium Risk Further action
required to manage risks day by
day

>4

2

Low Risk Adequate controls in
place to manage risk

3/
4

1

Negligible Risk No action required

1/
2

RIDDOR 2013 reportable
Possible

3

Unlikely

2

‘Specified injury’

RIDDOR reportable 3 day
injury

Rare / Almost
Impossible
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SEVERITY

1

2

3

4

5

LIKELIHOOD

Minor injury

3 day
injury

Major
Injury

Single
death

Multi-death

5

ALMOST
CERTAIN

5

10

15

20

25

4

LIKELY

4

8

12

16

20

3

POSSIBLE

3

6

9

12

15

2

UNLIKELY

2

4

6

8

10

1

RARE

1

2

3

4

5

HAZARD

RISK

WHO IS AT
RISK

L

S R EXISTING CONTROLS

All

2

3 6

FURTHER ACTION

CROWDS & PUBLIC ORDER
Over-crowding /
blocked
pathways.

Crushing /

o

Disorder
Slip / trip
o
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The public route around the trail
will be designed to ensure that
there is no overcrowding or
blocking of pathways or viewing
areas on the route.
All event guides trained in
crowd management including
the evacuation and safety
procedure.
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o Event managers to
keep an eye on
potential 'bottle necks' &
crowd concentration
points, informing and
directing stewards and
event guides
appropriately.
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o

o

o
o

o

o

Challenging
behaviour
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Violence
All
Hazardous
behaviour
presents a risk
to public and
staff safety
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2

3 6

Crowd management at all times,
implemented by signage and
event guides, to making sure
areas are at a safe capacity
(designated numbers to be set
for each area)
Event guides to be in static
positions covering all areas,
backed up by supervisory event
management staff.
Safety levels monitored at all
times by all event staff.
Potential slip/trip hazards
identified in advance as part of
the event design.
If an additional hazard is
identified on the day, warning
signs or event guides will be
utilized if necessary, to advise
the public.
All event guides and event
management personnel will be
issued with hand radios.

o Event managers and event
guides are trained to spot
potential troublemakers, defuse
tense situations etc.
o Signs are displayed for public to
advise that the management
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o Event guides will take
action if / when
appropriate by informing
event managers of
potential overcrowding
should this occur.
o Areas where a high
concentration of people
will be lessened by
temporarily blocking any
further entrance and
ensuring the area
becomes much less
dense before allowing
further capacity
increase.

o In the event of incident
make sure the correct
personnel are aware
and dealing with the
situation, ensuring
safety for the public and
the event personnel.
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can ask a person/s to leave the
event if necessary. .
o Information sharing with police if
necessary
o Overcrowding not permitted in
any area.
o Event management and event
guides are aware of all venue
exits
o Drinks not served to people
obviously under the influence or
drunk on alcohol or drugs.

o All event personnel to
avoid putting
themselves in danger
(as explained in the
event management &
event guides training
and guidelines).
o If the event
management cannot
control a situation the
police will be informed
immediately if
necessary.
o This will be sanctioned
by the event manager.
History, clientele and
staffing procedures
would say this is a
highly unlikely scenario,
especially to a police
level.

Lost Children
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Children and
parents can
become
separated
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o All staff and stewards made
aware of the Lost Child policy
and radio codes.
o Children to be escorted by a
minimum of two staff
members.
o Designated lost children
meeting place (event welfare
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o

Staff/stewards to be
vigilant for lone children.
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marquee) located at main
entrance – easy to locate.
o CRB checked staff members
responsible.

Drink / Drugs:
o Violence or
hazardous
Member of Public
behaviour

All

2

Self

3 6

o The management of the event
will not allow the use of illegal
substances.
o Alcohol sold from licensed
temporary bars within the
event area, in a responsible
manner.

o Medical
emergency

o Staff to keep an eye out for
raucous behaviour in line with
objectives of licensing act
2003.
o Alcohol discouraged to be
brought on site, see broken
glass section.
o A locked box and register
system kept for any
confiscated substances,
which will be handed in to the
police at the end of the event.
All incidents will be recorded.
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o Security intervention
where necessary.
o Anyone caught using or
selling banned
substances will be
automatically removed
from the event and the
proper authorities
informed.
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ELECTRICAL
Electrical
Equipment

o Malfunction Staff & Public 2
or improper
use leading
to
electrocution
or
electric
shock

4 8

o All electrical installations shall
comply with the current
edition of British Standard
7671 (IE364) and in line with
The Electricity at Work
Regulations 1989

o All electrical
installations inspected
by technical contractor
prior to being
energised.

o Technical contractors to
produce separate risk
assessment for power
requirements / operation
o All electrical equipment is to
be in good working order prior
to dispatch and recently PAT
tested.

Electrical Supply Electrocution/
burns/ fire

All

2

4 8

o Ensure that all electrical
supply and distribution points
for equipment are in good
working order.
o Ensure all relevant crew are
fully briefed on the safe
operation of electrical
distribution systems on site
and that they comply with all
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o Ensure that all power
runs have been signed
off by a fully competent
electrician.
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instructions relating to
electrical safety.
o Restricted public access to
areas of electrical generation,
distribution and usage.
o Only qualified electricians
allowed access to these areas
where possible.
o Post electrical hazard signs in
areas of generation or
distribution.
Electrical Fire

Burns/ smoke
inhalation

All

2

4 8

o Restricted access to electrical o Ensure all staff are aware
of highlighting the correct
equipment to trained personnel
responses.
only.
o Stewards, event guides and
personnel trained to recognise
fire hazards.
o Provide adequate fire
extinguishers (CO2) and fire
blankets adjacent to
equipment.
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Cable Runs

Slip/Trip/Fall

All

2

4 6

o Cover, fly or bury all runs with
appropriate system.
o Institute hazard marking
wherever necessary.

o Tape down all nonmobile runs within
venues that can't be
buried/ flown. o Instruct
stewards and personnel
for increased awareness
of cabling hazards.

FIRE
Major fire

Burns/ Smoke

All

1

9 9

inhalation / Panic
/ Disorder

o Evacuation policy and
contingency plan will be
implemented by all personnel,
managed by the Event
Management and Event
Guides & Event Personnel fire safety area away from
incident.
o If grass has been cut in car
parks, cuttings should be
removed to prevent ignition
from exhausts.

Fire - Electrical
Equipment
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o Fire Brigade to be called
by event management
teams. All personnel to
be made aware of safety
policy and emergency
procedures in advance
and any specific briefings,
to include emergency
routes and local safe
areas. All area and stage
managers to ensure their
area is clear.
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Temporary
Structures/Décor

Burns / smoke
inhalation

All

2

4 8

(Fires/Wind)

o All elements are made with
materials that are inherently
fire-retardant.

o Suppliers to provide fire
retardancy and weather
resistance of
structure/decor (all
o All fabric or combustibles will
specific certificates and
be pre-treated with DFR.
risk assessments to be
supplied in advance by
o Appropriate Fire Extinguishers,
contractors) and ensure
conforming to British Standard
all equipment is in good
legislation, will be present at
working order.
specific locations.
o Stewards and personnel
trained to recognise fire and
related hazards.

o All structures and décor
to be inspected on H&S
walk round.

o Fire extinguishers only to be
used by trained personnel.
o No smoking signs in all venues.
Use of gas

Explosion or fire Food Traders 2
causing burns,
Potentially All
smoke inhalation
or death

4 8

o Food Vendors using LPG to be Event Site Manager for
required to ensure their gas organising the Food Traders
installation and equipment has to ensure the necessary
been installed and checked compliance certificates are in
within the last twelve months by order and that the LPG
a “Gas Safety Register” cylinders are stored in the
approved
contractor. correct manner
Compliance certificates to be
kept on food stall.
o 1 x LPG gas cylinder will be in
use and secured within a steel
mesh cage secured to an
immovable point. With another 1
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x LPG cylinder to held on site as
a replacement. All other LPG
cylinders will be stored away
from the event.
o Food vendors to be reminded of
the need to ensure staff
changing LPG cylinders are
trained to do so.
HEALTH & SAFETY ON SITE
Lighting

Poorly lit areas All
could lead to slips
and trips

3

3 9

o All walkways, structures,
hazards and facilities will be
adequately lit to facilitate safe
passage.

Temporary

o Slips, trips,
falls
o Falls from
height (see
working at
height)
o Collapsed
structure
o Damage to
structures

2

4 8

o All marquee staff to be
competent and fully trained in
erections of marquees.

Structures

Crew
(build phase)
All
(live phase)

o Placement in accordance
with Site Plan
o Condition of structures
monitored on a daily
o Method statements and risk
basis and any hazards
assessments to be submitted
reported to Site Manager
from company prior to arrival on
/ Safety Officer
site.
o Weather Forecast
checked daily
o Marquee company to provide
own liability insurance.
o Marquee to be signed off by
marquee company and to be
checked by Safety Officer.
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o Event Management team
& Event Guides will be
asked to report back on
any areas that are
inadequately lit.
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o Stewards and personnel trained
to recognise hazards (e.g.
weakening structure due to
weather conditions).
Obstructions e.g. Slip/trip/fall

All

3

3 9

guy ropes

o Ensure any marquee pins are
properly clad (padded if
possible) and marked with
hazard tape.
o Try to barrier off such hazards
in very public areas.

o Stewards, event guides
and personnel to be
aware and report such
hazards to their
immediate superiors.

o Hazard tape tied to ropes in
high traffic areas.
o Any holes in public areas to be
filled. o Emergency routes
maintained and kept clear.
Ground hazards Slip/trip/fall

All

3

3 9

E.g. Steep slopes
& holes

o High traffic public areas are
kept away from steeper
slopes.
o Any holes in public areas to
be filled.
o Vehicle movement to be kept
to a minimum.
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o Event Management
team and Event Guides
to be vigilant for any
changes to the ground
conditions that result in
hazards.
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Installations,
artwork &
sculptures

Bumps, impact,

All

2 3 6

Welfare facilities Poor levels of
All
hygiene through
overuse, misuse
or lack of
maintenance of
toilets

3 1 3

trip, fall

o Ensure any artwork, banners or
o To be reviewed once all
sculptures are as secure as
installations have been
reasonably practicable,
fully completed, and
including individual risk
before the site opens.
assessments if applicable.
o All materials used should be fire
retardant
o All hazards to be highlighted
and marked with hazard tape;
hazard warning signs to be
utilised if appropriate.
o Provide adequate toilets
o Supplier to clean as well
as service
o Toilets to be checked, emptied
and maintained in a sanitary
condition, according to a daily
schedule.
o Welfare checks recorded on
daily schedule

HEALTH & SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE
Noise

Hearing Damage All

82
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o All noise will be kept to a
comfortable, safe level, In
accordance with The Noise at
Work Regulations 1989, & the
Control of Noise at Work
Regulations 2005 under the
Management of Health and
safety at Work Regulations.

o Staff briefing and signage
will be implemented.
o All sound levels will be
monitored and responded
to if appropriate by event
manager and technical
manager in accordance
with The Noise at Work
Regulations 2006.
o Ear plugs to be made available
for staff, from line supervisor, if
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they are required to be in long
term occupation near sound
system and/or noise exposure
over 85db(A).

Disturbance

All

3 3 9

Local
Residents

Working at Height Falls from height Staff
resulting in injury
or death
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o Noise monitoring carried out by o Action taken by stages,
competent person.
where needed, to
maintain levels below predefined maximums set at
boundary listening points
(rather than in close
proximity the noise
source).
o Method statements in line with
o Ladders and equipment
The Work at Heights
are inspected prior to
Regulations 2005 o Any crew
and during use
working at height to be
o Much ladder placement
competent and trained to do so.
will necessarily be on
o Exposure to falls to be
uneven surfaces. Ladder
minimised by completing tasks
base stability will be
at ground level then hoisting
carefully assessed prior
wherever possible.
to use and footed or
secured at all times.
o No lone working
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o Fall arresting PPE and head
protection to be used where
appropriate

Manual Handling
Loading /

Objects dropped All
from height
resulting in injury
to those below.

2 3 6

Crushing /
puncture

2 3 6

Staff

Unloading / other

o

Appropriate PPE in use to
prevent tools being dropped
(lanyards).
o Areas below WAH cordoned
off
o Manual handling to be avoided
wherever possible (delivering
items to final destination or
using lifting equipment).
o Use of mechanical lifting aids
where possible

lifting

o Use of lifting machinery for
large loads where reasonably
practicable. Staff trained, where
appropriate, in proper manual
handling techniques.
o Official contractors to ensure
staff adequately trained in
accordance with the HSE
Manual
o Handling Operations
Regulations 1992
o Instruct suppliers to ensure
that wheels & lifting/ carrying
84
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o PPE to be checked
before use

o Instruct personnel
not to move heavy
loads with less than
four trained
personnel
o Supply protective
gloves to all
personnel involved
in lifting who are not
already equipped.
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handles installed on
equipment wherever possible
& that all cases, enclosures &
equipment are in good repair.

Use of power tools Cuts, abrasions,
impacts

2 3 6

o Power tools to be used
by qualified,
experienced personnel

o Operational manuals
available on request

o All safeties will be
observed o Relevant
PPE will be used
Stacking
Equipment (e.g.
PA, Bar)

Crushing /
fractures /
haematomas

Staff

Enchanted Leonardslee 2021

o Personnel to avoid stacking
wherever possible.

o Avoid stacking
equipment more than
two metres high

o Equipment not to be stacked on
o Check with
uneven or unstable surfaces.
contractors and
o Straps provided to stabilise any
catering that all safety
stacked equipment or loads
measures are being
adhered to.

Specific supplier Malpractice/
All
material and
faulty equipment
operation hazards,
to include catering
e.g. LPG

85
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o All work to be carried out in line o All contractors test
with Health & Safety at work act
papers & licenses to
1974.
be made available on
request.
o Only suitable equipment and
services to be supplied by
o All use of such
reputable, approved external
materials to be
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contractors. Sanctioned by
event manager or appropriate
department.

Vehicle
Movements

Crushing/
impact/
entanglement

Staff,
Stewards &
Contractors

2 4 8

o Traffic management plan to
ensure safe traffic flow and
movement.
o 5mph speed limit
o Steward areas where
production or supply vehicle
movements take place.
o No use of hazards lights

Drink / Drugs:

Competency

Staff

2 4 8

Working
Personnel
COVID-19
Pandemic
Infections

86

o Personnel warned before
starting work, that they will not
be permitted to work while
under the influence.

There is a
separate
COVID-19 Risk
Assessment &
Management
Plan as part of
this document
Enchanted Leonardslee 2021
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checked and
sanctioned e.g. LPG
to be stored in aired,
lockable, signed,
designated area.
o Encourage good
driving practice by
ensuring clear
communication.
o Traffic management
plan to be
communicated by
Event Management to
external contractors
and production
manager, to ensure
clarity of access or
egress plans.
o Immediate suspension
from duty / suspended
from site.
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TRADERS
Food poisoning

o Only reputable caterers to be
used at the event whose business
is registered with their Local
Authority.

o Check with
Environmental Health
Department whether
they would like a list of
food traders to be
submitted before the
event.

Workers and the All
public risk of ill
health if they eat
food prepared in
unhygienic
conditions.

2 2 4

Stall structures

Collapse of
structure
causing
personal injury

2 3 6

o Structures to be appropriate for
purpose and come with relevant
fire retardant and wind rating
documentation.

o Traders’ stalls to be
checked during the setup period and the
health and safety walk
round.

Goods

Unsafe items for All
sale with
potential to
cause personal
injury

2 3 6

o In the rare instance that a trader
is permitted to sell an item in a
glass container (e.g. Jars of
honey) the item must be sold in
a bag capable of containing any
shards produced if it were to
shatter.
o Alcohol only to be sold by
traders officially approved by
event directors.

o Event management and
traders site manager to
be vigilant of
unapproved alcohol
sales.
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Traders
Public

o Food traders required to bring
copies of their employees’ food
hygiene training certificates, and
their food safety management
systems.
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Positioning

Blockage of
emergency
access routes

All

1 5 5

o All pitches marked on site map
o Stall manager and
and flagged before trader arrivals.
supporting staff to
ensure adherence to
site plan and
communicate any
necessary changes for
the consideration of the
traders site manager
and safety officer.

CUMULATIVE IMPACT
Broken Glass

88

Puncture,
Lacerations

Enchanted Leonardslee 2021

All

3 3 9
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o Glass Policy: No Glass in the
o All personnel to
main event area and trail route.
raise awareness
o No glass bottles to be carried
of any hazards
onto event site
arising and how
o Gate security informed of glass
they are to be
policy.
dealt with &
o To discourage glass on site signs
disposed of in a
will be placed at entrance.
safe manner.
o Sales avoided on site, making all o Designated rapid
staff aware of implementation
response team
(this will be harder to monitor in
with correct PPE
the camping area, but signs will
(Personal
be put up).
Protective
o Only plastic or paper cups to be
Equipment) e.g.
used in bars.
sharps bins,
gloves and
retrieval tongs (if
glass used behind
bars, PPE to be in
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place in the event
of an accident).

Slippery / Muddy
Ground / Flooring

89

Slip/trip/fall

Enchanted Leonardslee 2021

All

3 3 9

Risk Assessment v1

o Vehicle movement to be kept to
a minimum to prevent breaking
up of the ground.

o Provide surfaces in
such areas with a
material designed
to reduce the
o Vehicle movement prevented if
hazard (matting,
ground is waterlogged.
straw etc.) and
install warning
o Personnel instructed to
signs as a matter of
immediately report such hazards
urgency.
to their immediate superiors and,
where appropriate, to the event
management, to be dealt with
swiftly.
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All

5 1 5

o Use of refuse check
log sheet to ensure
bins are maintained.
o Daily litter pick.
o Scheduled litter
clearance.
o Adequate provision of
bins and bin bags.

Bomb scare / fire / Panic / crushing/ All
stage collapse /
disorder
terrorist attack

1 5 5

o All staff to be made aware o Evacuation policy
of safety policy and
and contingency
Emergency Procedures in
plan will be
advance, and any specific
implemented by all
briefings to include
staff, managed by
emergency routes and
Event Management
local safe areas.
and supported by
Event Management
Team & Event
Guides - safe area
away from incident.

Spilt Drinks / Litter Slip/trip/fall

o Designated rapid
response cleaning
team with correct
PPE and hazard
signs e.g. "Wet
Floor", "Be
Careful".

ADVERSE CONDITIONS

o In the event of an
incident all areas
Event Management
and Event Guides
to ensure their area
is clear.
90
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Evacuation

o Panic
o Slips, trips &
falls
o Crushing

Medical
Incident

Any health issue All

All

1 5 5

3 3 9

o See event management plan for
o Evacuation
evacuation procedures.
procedures to be
o Evacuation procedures for site and
considered during
individual structures briefed to
health and safety
event management, event guides
walk round once
and relevant personnel.
site has been built.
o Access required to all fire exits,
1.5m corridor for pedestrian
access.
o Emergency exits in venues kept
clear with signage clearly visible.
o Emergency field and site exits
clearly marked and kept
clear/open.
o First aiders on site.
o First Aid to be well signposted
and marked on site map.
o Nearest hospital details kept at
info point.

o Ambulance to be
called if appropriate
and will be greeted
by event
management and
carefully directed to
specific incident.
o Accident log to be
kept by Event
Manager and
provided, when
appropriate, to the
authorities.
o (RIDOR)
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Wet weather
(muddy
conditions)

o Slips / trips

All

3 3 9

o Trench foot /
bacteria spread

o Limit on site vehicle movement,
particularly large vehicles.
o All personnel advised to bring
stout outdoor footwear or wellies
and waterproofs.
o Utilise matting, wood chip, straw
where appropriate.

o Steward all vehicle
movement carefully
and ban nonessential
movement.
o Utilise signage and
stewards where
needed.

o Provide alternative wide routes if
possible.
Exposure

Hypothermia

All

2 3 6

(wind & rain)

o All personnel advised to bring
waterproofs and spare dry
clothing.
o Stewards to encourage public to
take cover if appropriate.

o In severe
conditions
performance will be
cancelled (Weather
Assessments).
o Stewards and
personnel to be
made aware of and
to look out for signs
and symptoms
amongst the
general public so
appropriate action
can be taken if
needed.
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Hot weather

o Heat /
sun stroke

All

2 3 6

o All personnel advised to carry a
water container and use
sunscreen.

2 3 6

o The ground on site in the main
event field is slightly inclined but
with minimal obstruction. Some
areas of the woods are not easily
accessible. Stewards will look out
for anyone in their area with a
disability and will be able to assist
them with any access problems,
especially in an emergency or
evacuation situation.

o Sun Burn

Inaccessibility

Injury due to
People with
unsafe approach disabilities,
staff.

o Stewards and
personnel to be
made aware of and
to look out for signs
o Underline risk to stewards if heat
and symptoms
wave. Ensure a plentiful supply of
amongst the
water on site.
general public so
appropriate action
o Encourage the wearing of a sun
can be taken if
hat
needed.

o Any added infrastructure will take
into account accessibility and
safety issues to ensure full access
compliance.
o The public visitor with reduced
mobility is offered access using an
event personnel driven golf buggy
travel around the event route
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o Stewards will be
made fully aware
of access issues
and their duties to
be helpful and
compliant with
safety issues.
o Stewards must
comply with
emergency
protocol to
support safe
evacuation as
explained in
training and
steward guide
notes.
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SITE/EVENT SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
Open Water

Drowning
All
potentially after
a fall from height

2 4 8

o All areas and pathways close to
o All areas of open
open water, are to be well lit and
water used for the
cordoned where no natural barrier
event to be
exists.
stewarded at after
dusk. Event Guides
o Signage in place to warn of the
in these areas will
risk.
carry hand radios.
o All public visitors informed on
arrival of the presence of open
water on the trail route

Woodland &
Trees

o Falling
All
branches
causing
personal
injury or
death
o Tree roots
and
undergrowth
present slip
and trip
hazards
o Anyone
climbing a
tree may fall

2 4 8

o Woodland are managed by a
qualified Head Gardener to the
degree that the risk of falling
branches is low.
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o Out of hours security to patrol
woodland at night.
o Area closed to the public over
night after the event closes.
o Trip hazards by tree roots to be
identified and managed as part
of the route design, to remove
this hazard where practical
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o Health and safety
walk to include the
woodland area,
ensuring that
contractors have
adhered to their
method statements
and controls.
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Fairground
Rides

95

o Serious, or
All
fatal injury if
fairground
rides collapse
or have
defects.

Enchanted Leonardslee 2021
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o

Only reputable fairground ride
suppliers to be used at the event.
o Copies of all inspection
certification (ADIPS) and public
liability insurance to be obtained in
advance of the event.
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12.2
3rd Party Risk assessments are available from Event Safety Manager on request and will be held on site in the
Safety Records file:
1. Sound Systems, Distribution Cables
2. Traders, Stallholders & Concessions
3. Artists and Performers
4. AV Projection Installations
5. Staging Contractor
6. Security Contractor
7. Electrical Power Generation Contractor
8. Marquee Contractor
9. Fun Fair provider
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12.3 Fire Risk Assessment
1. Introduction
This document has been prepared by Robin Morley the Event Safety Manager for the
event. Robin Morley will be responsible for all event safety including fire safety at the
site. It has been prepared using the Fire Risk Assessment Guide to Open Air Events as
a basis for the assessment in order to comply with the Fire Safety Order 2005. It should
be read in conjunction with the rest of the risk assessment for the event which details
evacuation plans and emergency management procedures however, it is recognised that
fire is a specific risk which needs separate assessment.
This assessment will be updated and expanded in the next EMP draft with the specific
details about and from other event suppliers, concessions, traders, artists, and
performers.
1.1 Aim
To ensure that all fire hazards are identified and, so far as is reasonably practicable to
eliminate or minimise the risks associated with those hazards
1.2 Objectives
To undertake a five-step risk assessment process to manage the fire risks.
o To ensure that clear guidance can be given to the public, employees, and
contractors regarding prevention of fires and what to do in the event of a fire
o To consider each part of the event in detail to create a comprehensive
evacuation plan.
2. The Event
This is an event at Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens, which has the access restricted for
the public as entry is by ticket only. This is an outdoor event in a large woodland
garden that is open to the public
Fire Risk Assessment
To assess the risk’s, the following risk assessment matrix will be used:
Probable Frequency
1 = Improbable

Severity
1 = Insignificant

2 = Unlikely

2 = Minor

3 = Possible

3 = Moderate

4 = Probable

4 = Significant

5 = Highly probable

5 = Catastrophic

Control measures will be identified and then the risks re-assessed. On conclusion of this
process the risk will be evaluated using this table.
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Residual Risk table
Likelihood
Severity

Rare

Unlikely

Possible

Probable

Highly Probable

(1)
5
4
3
2
1

(2)
10
8
6
4
2

(3)
15
12
9
6
3

(4)
20
16
12
8
4

(5)
25
20
15
10
5

Catastrophic (5)
Significant (4)
Moderate (3)
Minor
(2)
Insignificant (1)

This table indicates the following actions which need to be undertaken:
High
Medium
Low

Risks are unacceptable and must be either
eliminated or implement additional control
measures
andbe
be monitored
re-assessed
The risk must
and evaluated and
if possible, additional controls implemented
No further action required

3.2 People affected
All of these fire risks will affect contractors, the public and event management staff.
3.2.1 Contractors & Catering Suppliers
Contractors will be asked to submit a risk assessment which includes any fire hazards
that they have identified and appropriate control measures that they have implemented
and that they require the event organiser to implement.
3.2.2 Staff
All staff will be briefed regarding fire and evacuation procedures, the location of fire
extinguishers and emergency exits and communication process in the event of a fire.
3.2.3 Public
The public will essentially be directed by staff. Key staff locations will be issued with
radios. It should be noted that the site is accessible and that therefore no additional
measures will be implemented for people with physical disabilities.
3.3 Source of oxygen
As this is open air event, oxygen is omnipresent. However, it is recognised that wind
will increase the fire risk and the wind will be monitored by using weather forecasts
3.4 First Safety Equipment
As there are outdoor electrical sources across the event site. All the fire extinguishers
will be Powder and the production team will be trained in the extinguishers use.
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Location

Installactions

Hazard
Ignition

Electrical
fault

fuel

Frequency
(A)

Severity
(B)

Rating
(AxB)

Control Measures incl.
alarms & extinguishers

Equipment

2

3

6

All electrical installations
to have a 30mA trip switch
and be signed off by a
competent electrician. All
structures & installations
to have powder/CO2
extinguishers.
All installations made with
minimum Class 2 fire
rated materials.
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Revised
Frequency
(A)

Revised
Severity
(B)

Revise
Rating
(AxB)
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Fire Safety Plan
Fire Prevention Measures
1. Stall Holders and Traders are required to take appropriate fire prevention measures.
2. Stewards, Security and Event Guides are briefed to monitor and respond to any fires immediately.
3. The Event Production Manager will prevent the accumulation of flammable materials including waste and rubbish
on site, especially near any structures.
4. The event sites team will carry out regular emptying of event waste containers.
5. Energy Generators will be diesel fueled and fenced in an enclosure form the public. An appropriate fire safely
extinguisher will be in close proximity. No petrol fueled generators will be used.
6. All structure and décor are to be flame retardant and a certificate will be held in the Event Safety Document file
Fire Precautions
Each area of event area and trail route with event site infrastructure e.g., generators, stages, marquees, lighting
control areas will be equipped with appropriate fire extinguishers.
There will be a total of 18 fire extinguishers (powder) for the fire safety protection of the event production &
infrastructure.
See the Fire Safety Extinguisher Schedule and Appendix One: Event Site Plan for the locations of the
event fire extinguishers.
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Fire Safety Extinguishers – Location Schedule
Event Area

Supplier

Number

Fire Safety Equipment

Event Ticket Entrance Area

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Production Management
Cabin

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Workshop Activity Tents x 3

Enchanted Leonardslee

3x

Powder Extinguisher

Dream Engine ‘Octo’
Aerialist Show

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Music Stage

High Gain

Back Stage Production Area

Enchanted Leonardslee

Trader Stalls & Units

Various

Requirement
condition to
trade

TBC

Licensed Alcohol Units

Various

Requirement
condition to
trade

TBC

Fun Fair Show Ground

Fun Fair Contractor

Requirement
condition to
trade

TBC

Power Generator # 1

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Power Generator # 2

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

2x
1x
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Power Generator # 3

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Power Generator # 4

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Power Generator # 5

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Engine House Cafe

Leonardslee Lakes &
Gardens

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Waste Storage Area

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Puppet with GUTS - Gnomus Enchanted Leonardslee
show

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Murmuration Arts - The Owl
& Pussy Cat show

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Bear North - The Honey
Bear & Bee-Keeper Show

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher

Street Theatre & Circus
Stage

Enchanted Leonardslee

1x

Powder Extinguisher
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Emergency Vehicle Access Green Routes
There is an emergency vehicle access route to the Main Entrance, Leonardslee House and the Courtyard and
Clock Tower Café’s and a route to the Woodland Gardens which will require an all-terrain vehicle
The Rescue Vehicle Points (RVP) arrival points on site are shown on the
Emergency Vehicle Access Site Plan as: Appendix Two
13. KEY EMERGENCY CONTACTS

EMERGENCY SERVICES

Police

Sussex & Surrey Emergency
Police
999

Non-Emergency
111

Ambulance

SE Ambulance
Service

Emergency
999

Non-Emergency
111

Fire & Rescue

West Sussex
Fire & Rescue
Service

Emergency
999

Non-Emergency
111

Emergency
Planning
Officer

Horsham District
Council

Tony Skelding

07500 987 373
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tony.skelding@horsham.gov.
uk
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14. KEY FORMS: TEMPLATE EXAMPLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Found Child / Person Report
Lost Child / Person Report
Lost Child / Person Disclaimer
Found Child/Person Handover to Police
Assumption of Control
Contractors Completion Certificate
Enchanted Leonardslee 2021 - Installations Checklist
Event Site Safety Checklist
Electricity Completion Certificate
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LOST CHILD / ADULT REPORT
FOUND CHILD / ADULT REPORT
Please complete the following (in block capitals) as far as is possible/applicable.
Please complete the following (in block capitals) as far as is possible/applicable.
Event/Venue:
Name
of Child:
Event/Venue:

Date:
Date:

Name of Child:
Address:
Address:

Phone No:
Tel No
Approx Age:
Approx Age:
Description:

Gender: Male/Female
Gender: Male/Female

Description:

Additional Information:
Additional Information:

Found by:

Signature:

Found by:......................................................... Signature:
Area Found:
Time Found:
Area Found:
Completed by:

Time Found:

Completed by:
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Collected by:

(print name)
REUNION DETAILS

Reunited with:

(sign)
(print)
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LOST CHILD / ADULT - DISCLAIMER

Event/Venue: ……………………………………………………….

Date: ………………

Name of Child:
Form Ref:
I, the parent/guardian of the above child, having reported their absence now intend
to leave the Lost Child Office and search for them myself. I confirm that I do this of
my own accord, having been requested to remain at the Lost Children Office to
await their arrival. I fully understand that it may be difficult to contact me should this
child be escorted to the Lost Children Office in the meantime and accept that this
could cause delay in reuniting me with this child.
Contact Number:
Signed: ………………………………………… Print Name ……………………………
Relationship to Child: ………………………………………………………………………

Signed:

Lost Children Office
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Assumption of Event Control
EVENT Enchanted Leonardslee Event 2021
LOCATION Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens, Lower Beeding, West Sussex
DATE: …………………………….
For the Transfer of Authority – Event Director to Senior Emergency
Service/ Local Authority Officer: ……………………………………………..
At (time) ... ... ... ... ... on ...................... a major incident has arisen, namely
(specify incident) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... and, as the Senior
Officer Council/Police/ Fire & Rescue Service/ Regional Ambulance Service/
other..................................................... , I assume control. (Please delete as
applicable and specify if other)
Signed ..............................................................
Print Name .........................................................……………………………….
Position/Rank………………………………………………………………
Event Manager/Director Signature………………………………………….
Print Name……………………………………………………………………..
An emergency/major incident is fully defined in the Civil Contingencies Act 2004.
This is summarised in the Event Safety Guide as any emergency that requires the
implementation of special arrangements by one or more of the emergency services,
the NHS or the local authority for:
• the initial treatment, rescue, and transport of a large number of casualties
• the involvement either directly or indirectly of large numbers of people
• the handling of a large number of enquiries likely to be generated both from
the public and the news media, usually to the police.
• the need for the large-scale combined resources of two or more of the
emergency services
• the mobilisation and organisation of the emergency services and
supporting organisations, e.g., local authority, to cater for the threat of
death, serious injury or homelessness to a large number of people
• The transfer of authority requires the immediate activation of the
Joint Agency Emergency/Contingency plan
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• The transfer of authority will transfer full responsibility for whole event area
and all activity set out in each specific event plan to the authority assuming
control the event organiser and its contractors will continue to support the
authority assuming control.
• The Authority assuming control may request the Event organiser or its
agents to resume control; this will be made in writing. There is no
obligation on the Event Organiser or its staff to resume control.
• Any use of the transfer of authority will be required to be part of the event
debrief & evaluation at the Safety Advisory Group. This does not preclude
any separate referral for Review under the Licensing Act
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LOST CHILD / ADULT – EVENT FORM FOR HANDOVER TO POLICE OFFICER
EVENT

Enchanted Leonardslee event 2021

LOCATION Leonardslee Lakes & Gardens, RN3 6PP West Sussex
DATE ………………………….

Time ……………………

Transfer Care of Child / Adult – Event Manager to Police Officer
Child’s / Adult’s Name ………………………………………………………………
Approx Age ……………………. Gender…………………………………………
Name of Parent / Carer……………………………………………………………….
Home Address…………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Postcode………………………….
Parent/ Carer Telephone………………………………………………………………
Child’s/Adult’s Original Lost Location at Event…..………………………………
………………………………………………. Time Found……………………………
Event Manager Signature …………………………………..
Print Name……………………………………………………..

Police Officer Signature ………………………………………
Print Name……………………………………………………….
PO Number……………………………...

Police Station……………………………….

This Child / Adult Handover Form is to be COMPLETED TWICE, with a copy
handed to Police Officer and the Event Manager is to retain a copy for Event
Office report file.
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Enchanted Leonardslee Installations – Daily Checklist
Date ……………………………
Installations

Time…………………….

Robin
Morley

Dan
Lake

Checked

1. Ticket Entrance
2. Festival
Installations &
Structures
3. Woodland Trail
Route Installations &
Structures
4. Festival Welfare
Facilities
5. Event Site
Emergency Access &
Egress Routes Clear
6. Fire Extinguishers
locations
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Enchanted Leonardslee 2020 – Event Site Safety Checklist
Yes
1

The Workplace

Is there free and enough means of access and egress to the site?
Continue overleaf if necessary.

Are all emergency exit routes clear?
2

Fire Safety

Are fire extinguishers in place at each location?
3
Staff
Are all security & stewards checked in?
Are Medical staff in place?
Are the Event Guides checked in?
Are box office staff in place?
4
Housekeeping
Is the venue clean and tidy?
Are waste collection containers emptied & in place?
Is the site clear of slips, trip and fall hazards?
Are all sharp edges/projections clearly visible and isolated if necessary?
Are all cable runs routed so they will not cause a trip hazard, and
so unauthorised persons cannot gain access to live connections?
Is site clear of puddles and water or clearly marked?
5
Vehicles
Are all emergency vehicle routes free from obstructions and in a good
state of repair?
6
Signs & fences
Is all fencing in the correct place and in place
Are all signs in the correct place?
7
Other
Is wind speed high/predicted to be high?
Are all generators working and all lights on?
Have paths been gritted if weather conditions require this?
Action (List any action necessary for all questions
answered ‘No)

Signed ……………………………
Name ……………………………………… (print)
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Electricity Completion Certificate

Supply

on &

Does this certificate cover a subsection of a larger
system?
tr

Max
Demand

A
KVA

TN-S

TT

certificate for a system fed from each
separate supply)

Generator location
Earthing
Arrangement
System details of supply used (one

1P/3P

vvyuSl

Description

Company Name
Event Description
Location

A Type
Protective devices CB/R
C
at source of supply
BO/
fuse
rating
Are Earth
YES/
Details
electrodes
NO
deployed?
Have deliberate
YES/
Details
connections
NO
between the
temporary
distribution and any
other systems
been made?
Specify any deviations from BS7909 or the
design, or other significant information
YES/
NO

Essential
inspection
and tests

Visual inspection
satisfactory

Polarity YES/
through NO
out
satisfac
tory

Declaration

Planned duration of system

YES/N
O

If YES give details

Distribution
Scheme
attached

Installed Supply
TN-CS

YES/NO

IT

RCD/
RCBO
Time
delay
setting

RCD 'T' buttons

mA
ms

YES/NO

satisfactory (NB THIS
IS NOT THE ONLY
TEST) RCD 'T' buttons
satisfactory (NB THIS
IS NOT THE ONLY
TEST)
Date to re-inspect
system

I certify that the temporary electrical distribution system described above has been setup in accordance with the recommendations of BS 7909:2011 and inspection and
testing has been completed. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the system is
safe and suitable for the intended purpose
Name
Responsibility
Signature
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This schedule has to be accompanied by a valid,
Completion Certificate
Completion Certificate Ref:

SCHEDULE OF TEST
RESULTS

RCD
TEST:

ms mA

MANUAL
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6

M/T

7

8

Phase sequence

5

Polarity

F/A

4

RCD Test (measured or T
button)

3

Rating

Fuse or
CB
A

Comment
s

RCD Details

Delay

Circuit details

2

Conducted tests

Fixed/Adjustable

1

Protective
devices

Type and Rating (CB or
Fuse)

Schedule of circuits
tested

Date:
____/____/_
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Y/N

Y/N

9
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15. EVENT CANCELLATION OR EVENT STOP MEASURES
15.1 Prior to the event
The following people will be the key event management group for any decision to for an
event stop, cancelling or adjustment of the event prior to the event starting:
o
o
o
o
o

Robin Morley
Adam Streeter
Simon Teesdale
Katrien Schepens
Dan Lake

Event Director & Safety Manager
Venue General Manager (LLG)
Event Director
Event & Marketing Manager (LLG)
Event Production Manager

Any one of those people can call a meeting by 10.00 am on the morning of each event
day or prior to this date to suggest cancelling or adjusting the event structure. The meeting
will be convened at approximately by 10.30 hrs with as many members of the group to be
present as possible or available by phone.
If it is determined to cancel the event (e.g. adverse high winds) the following
actions will be undertaken:
2.
Press releases sent to local radio, local press editorial and websites, event website
announcement and using social media.
3.

Emails will be sent to all advanced ticket holders for that day.

4.
Stewards and event guides deployed to the main gate entry points to advise the
public arriving of the cancellation.
5.
Ticket holders will be offered the option to re book for another date and time, if
available or the apply for a ticket refund .
6.
The local authority Horsham District Council & West Sussex and local ‘blue light’
services will also be informed of the cancellation of the event for that evening.
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15.2 During the Event
Robin Morley, Simon Teesdale, Adam Streeter, Katrien Schepens & Dan Lake, the
event organisers and production manager, will be responsible for any cancellation or
event stop decision during the event and instituting an event stop and a managed
public evacuation procedure with the event management, event guides and
Leonardslee teams.
Event Stop
If there is an incident that requires the event to be stopped either temporarily or
permanently. Robin Morley, Event Safety Director with Dan Lake, Production Manager
Simon Teesdale and Katrien Schepens (Event Guides) will communicate to all managers
that an Event Stop is required. The public will be asked to stop moving and stay in their
area.
The sound systems along the route all will be used as a co-ordinated public address
system to address and communicate with the public to stop moving along the trail and
stay where they are until further instructions and directions are given.
Evacuation
A partial evacuation of some of the public on the pathway route, may be required in the
immediate area of the incident. Ensuring all the public and personnel in that area are
moved away to a safe distance to the Event Evacuation Area as shown on the Event Site
Plan. Portable loud hailers will also be used if required to direct the public
Should a full event stop and cancellation of rest of the event evening programme be
required. All artistic activities, performances, and sound installations will then halt, and
the public will be asked via the public address system (main stage, event sound systems
around the site & loud hailers) to calmly make their way to the Exits and Car Parks.
Departing from the event with the support and direction of the Event Guides with the Event
Management & Production Teams.

Conclusion
Enchanted Leonardslee 2021 will take place with the event management teams effective
forward planning and this detailed operations plan. To take place working within the
current Government and Local Authorities guidance & advice, once these have been
announced for Stage 4 of the national plan later in June 2021.

Enchanted Horsham Ltd
Event Management Plan

Draft v1 04.06.2021

3rd June 2021
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